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BLACKINGTON’S
SPECIALS

and consolidated with the Queue In 1881
The Tree Preaa wu established in 1855, and
In 1881 changed ltt name to the Tribune
Theae pa pete conaolldated March IT, 1807.

Misses and Children’s 3-Buckle Overshoes

“They that do nothing are In the •••
readiest way to do that which is worse —
••• than nothing.”
•••

•—

Shoes, Rubbers, for Men, Women, Children
the famous wearing quality of the

(g e«.

-•-

4g

s«e

Beacon Falls Brand called Top Notch

SHIP SUBSIDIES

Men’s and'Women’s Leather Top Rubbers

President To Deliver Special
Message in Behalf of Mer
chant Marine.

to wear with heavy stockings

Men’s and Boys’ Sheepskin Lined Coats
and Mackinaws
Underwear and Wooen Stockings

L E. BLACKINGTON
Clothing, Boots, Shoes and Furnishings

HARD FINISH
THE WALLS
of your house with plaster from
here. It is as fine as sifted flour,
entirely free from grit or any
foreign substance. It is a great
water absorber, mixes freely and
sets quicker with a surface smooth
as glass. We also sell plaster board,
the modern wall finish. What can
ive furnish you?

W. H. GLOVER CO.

President Harding will send a spe
cial message to Congress early in Jan
uary recommending the establishment
of a ship subsidy policy by the United
States, it was learned Saturday.
The message will contain definite
recommendations and will take up the
whole subject of the American Mer
chant Marine and methods of increas
ing its utility and assuring its perma
nence. Studies are now in progress
for its preparation.
Chairman Lasker of the Shipping
Board and other officials directly con
cerned with the marine situation have
given their assistance in formulating
the details of subsidy proposals. The
amount of money necessary, it was
said, has not yet been determined. One
of the obstacles toward preferential
treatment of American vessels by the
government lies in a series of treaties
negotiated with other nations forbid
ding such action and although the
merchant marine act of 1919 contained
mandatory instructions that all such
treaties be abrogated, President Hard
ing is expected to inform Congress that
it is impossible to enforce that provi
sion of the law. As an alternative to
this it is expected that the subsidy
policy will be advanced.
Chairman Lasker said the shipping
board was making a special study of
ship subsidies. Among the subjects
under investigation by a special com
mittee of the board are shipping
routes, types of vessels, revenue wa
ges. immigration operations, insurance
and labor, with reference to the bear
ing of each upon the amount and
method of applying a subsidy.

GIFTS THAT LAST

ROCKLAND SAYINGS BANK

Waltham

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Wrist Watches

Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

SELLING MANY SEALS

$18.00 and up

Don’t Forget!
OUR JUST BEFORE

CHRISTMAS SALE
Is Going Lickety Cut

PRICES REDUCED

IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

Goods may be laid aside for

MEMORY

IN

The sale of Christmas seals is now
In full blast throughout the county of
Knox, chairman Milton W. Griffin has
nis forces well marshalled, and if
Knox county doesn’t have a good
percentage of sales The Courier-Ga
zette will be greatly surprised Much
sest is being lent to the campaign by
oontest among the school children.
Prominent men everywhere are giv
ing their endorsement to the sale of
Christmas seals. Walter D. Thurber,
executive secretary of the Maine Pub
lic Health Association has received the
following letter from Gov. Baxter:
“f desire to give both my personal
and official endorsement to the four
teenth annual sale of Christmas seats
which is about to begin under the
auspices of the Maine Public Health
Association. The work that your as
sociation is doing in arousing an in
terest in the public health of this
State is of inestimable value. An ex
ample of what can be accomplished in
overcoming preventable diseases is
the reduction of deaths from tuber
culosis in Maine from 1913 in the year
1892 to 789 in 1919. It is especially
important to interest the children of
the State In public health matters and
In the sale of your seals. To show my
appreciation in a practical way I shall
have a Public Health Seal placed on
all my personal and official corres
pondence beginning at Thanksgiving
and extending through the period of
the campaign. I assure you of my
deep Interest in your work and wish
you every success."
• • . .
Endorse* Christmas Seals

U. S. Senators Bert M. Fernald and
Frederick Hale heartily commend the
annual Christmas Seal Sale which is
now in progress:
Senator Fernald’s telegram follows:
I am pleased to note the significant
decline in the tuberculosis death rate
In Maine, fronr l411n'19U to 104 in
1920. and I congratulate the Maine
Public Health Association on its share
in this result. 1 strongly commend
your work and sincerely hope that
this 14th annual Christmas Seal sale
will result in greatly increased reve
nue for your association. You may
count on my support." Senator Hale’s
telegram: "The decline in the death
rate in Maine from tuberculosis, from
141 in 1911 to 104 in 1920. indicates
that some good work has been done in
putting down this terrible disease. 1
congratulate the Maine Public Health
Association on its share in the result
and hope that your 14th annual Christ
mas Seal sale will be a great success.
You have my very best wishes.”

THE CITY TAX RATES
Highest Is 44 Mills, In Belfast
—Lowest, 30 Mills—Rock
land’s, 34 Mills.
The highest tax rate imposed by a
Maine city is found in Belfast, where
the toll is 44 mills. Nearly sharing in
this unenviable distinction is Old
Town, with a rate of 43 mills. Auburn,
Lewiston and Waterville have the
lowest rate—30 mills.
Rockland's
rate Is 34 mills. Following is the
complete list as compiled by the Lew
iston Journal:
City
Rate
Auburn ................................................. 030
Augusta ................................................ 038
Bangor .................................................. 0323
Bath ...................................................... 032
Belfast .................................................. 044
Biddeford ............................................. 032
Brewer .................................................. 0334
Calais .................................................... 040
Eastport ............................................... 040
Ellsworth ............................................. 037
Hallowell ............................................. 035
Gardiner ...............................................035
Lewiston .............................................. 030
Old Town............................................. 043
Portland ............................................... 0316
Rockland .............................................. 034
Saco....................................................... 032
South Portland ................................... 036
Waterville ........................................... 030
Westbrook ............................................ 0313

tion.

With the completion of the present
year Rockland Lodge has lost an «yen
half hundred members by death, four
names having been added to the roll
since the memorial service of a v ar
ago. Four electric globes were illu
minated in their honor until the roll
was called, and the lights were extin
guished in turn as the names wc-e
called. The roll w’as read by the lodge
secretary, A. W. Clarke, and the sol
emn response ’’Absent" was made by
the esquire. E. Russell Richardson. The
brothers who have died during the
year were:
William F. Norcross......... Dec. 3l
William E. Kotman............. June,
Lucius E. Cobb................. June 13,
Lindley M. Staples......... Aug. 2S.

payments if you so desire.

C. E. I Daniels
JEWELER
Rockland, Maine

1920
1921
1921
1321

The exercises occupied an hour, the
following program being carried out:
• • • a
Entrance March—Funeral March
Chopin
Maraton’a Orchestra
Selection—Then You'll Remember Me
Balk
Orchestra
Opening Ceremonies
Invocation
Lodge Chaplain
Quartet—"They That Sow In Tears Shall
Heap in Joy"
Gaui
Chester wyllie. tenor; Mrs Katherine Veazle
soprano; Miss Gladys Jones, contralto;
John Robinson, bass.
Selection—Slumber Sweetly
Orchestra
Memorial Services—Koll Call
Duet—Lead Kindly Light
Barnard
Mr. Wyllie and Miss Jones
Selection—Crucifix
J Faure
Orchestra
Memorial Services—Responsive
Solo—Ave Marie
Gounod
Mrs. Veazie
Oration
Rev. Charles H B. Seligei
quartet—Soft As the Voice
Scot:
Mr. Wyllie, Mrs Veazle, Miss Jones,
Mr. Robinson
Closing Ceremonies
Autd Lang Syne
(Orcbes.ra and Audience)
Benediction
i
Louie L. Aylwaro
Orchestra

Exit March

The oration this year was delivered
by Rev. Charles H. B. Seliger, pastoi
of the Union church at Vinalhaven,
whose sentiments and eloquent man
ner of expressing them, appealed
strongly to the audience at larg >. Mr.
Seliger said in part:
• • • •
I come to you tonight as a brother
man. Though my garb indicates mt
to be a servant of the Christian Church
yet 1 am first of all an intense bellevet
in the all around us Father applying
His great to all mankind, but espe
cially to fellow men in my adopted
land—America. How sacred this "sa
cred session" is to you you can judge
best. I can only speak from the out
side with that deep impression which
your sacred session made upon me a
few years ago in my home eity--Augusta, Me.
In harmony with your law you are
thinking of your forever absent broth
ers tonight. Their Jollity is still cheer
ing. How gladly they gave to the less
fortunate ones. In deed they erected
a lasting monument better titan the
finest hewn out of marble. Though
dead they yet speak. You are ever
proud they did with you, embrace your
great fundamental principles of char
ity, Justice, brotherly love and fidelity.
No matter of what birth, or lowly statilon in life, they had caught the spirit
of the poet’s words:

DEPARTED

THE MUSTER SEASON

leader and the dear ones who were a
part of your order lately. Their man
tle has fallen on you. Perform your
work well. True patriotism is the
time of peace is needed more than ev
er. So you are taking up the battle
axe with joy in your hearts that it is
your great privilege to remove some
existing evils you will have immortal
ized yourselves as the ones in whose
honor we are here assembled. To
your faithful ones in performance of
charity, justice, brotherly love and
fidelity will go upward the song we
sing in memory of fallen brothers.
"‘Gentle friend, faithful friend, fare
thee well, fare thee well, fare thee
well! But thy name In our hearts
shall e'er dwell.”
• • « a

The music features maintained the
high standard of the Rockland Lodge
programs. Mrs. E. F. Berry acted as
pianist and the violin obligato for Mrs.
Veazie’s solo was played by Albert It.
Marsh.
The stage was decorated with the
lodge colors, purple and white, the
Ameripan fla« which served as u back
ground being flanked on either side
jy evergreen. The emblems of Elklom were in use. The committee in
harge of the decorations comprised
M. Blacklngton, Lucien K. Green.
Charles W. Schofield, Harold B. Rob
bins, Frank B. French. George W.
Roberts, Charles E. Merritt, John A.
Frost, and E. R. Richardson.
The general committee in charge of
he memorial exercises was headed by
Uvcrett A. Davis, his assistants being
V W. Clarke, A. II. Jones, F. E. Folett, E. F. Berry and E. R. Veazie.
They are being complimented on the
Success of the event which was folowed by luncheon at the Home.

MARIANNE CROCKETT

Vocal Teacher
Studio—18 Mapls Street, Rockland
Telephone 488-R.

129-tf

ORDER

YOUR—

ENGRAVED
PERSONAL
GREETING CARDS
For Christmas
NOW

Carver’s Book Store
304 Main Street, ROCKLAND

"’All the sons of men sre sons of God,
Nor limps a beggar hut is nobly born.
Nor wears a Prince his robe, no King's crown
That makes him more or less ihan just amen.'

No wonder your benevolent and pro
tected order of Elks is attracting the
fine possibilities as seen in your fel
low citizens. You are to be compli
mented in your willingness to assist
that lonely and yet social man. th<
Jewish carpenter’s son, Jesus Christ
With Him you recognize your duty to
render unto God what is God's and
unto Caesar what is Caesar's. Your
great lamented leader, Jerome B. Fish
er, states the reason of your existence
In expressing his own exalted ideals
Belief In the fatherland of God and the
brotherhood of man. In the religior
of love and the gospel of good works
that above all sects is truth; above all
nations is humanity. With Mr. Fisher
all sons of men are the sons of God
Thank God for such high inspiration
coming from the lips of your lato great

We are ready now to make those
winter
MEMORIAL WREATHS
that you want for the cemetery
about thia time of year.

Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and POM POMS are blossoming in
profusion and we are picking Violets
every day. Tha season for these
blooms is short. Don’t neglect to
enjoy thorn while they are at their
best.
Our prices are reasonable

VISITORS are welcome at tha
greenhouses during business hours.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
253 Camden St., Rockland

g/At the .Sign oft

[North National BanRf

Perry’s market offers Little Tig Pork
Roast at 20c per pound, and Pork
Chops at 25c per pound. This is tho
lowest price for years.
114

The war has taught us that an army
only as strong at its reserve force.

it

The 72d New England muster Reason
closed but a few weeks ago and the
records show that the principal hon
ors of the year went to Brockton,
Mass., a city which has had Its share
of muster honors for many years. The
Protector 3 of that city made the best
play of the season, divided honors for
most money with the Hancock of the
same city, each breaking even with
water prizes of $2,175. The Protectors
took money at every muster entered,
while the Hancock lost out in money
at just one event. The Hancocks were
second machine In best plays, being
not quite four feet back of the Pro
tector.
There were 34 musters during the
season and the water prizes totalled
$13,610 There were 69 different con
testing engines In all the musters of
the season, a large number of thefB
making but one appearance. Maine
was second In the representation with
13 machines, Massachusetts naturally
leading with 38 tubs. Hancock of
Brockton still holds the championship
record of 263 feet, 8£ inches, made at
Highland Park. Avon, Mass., April 19,
1910.
The best play for the season was
made by tho Protector at South Wey
mouth, Mass., Sept. 3, 242 feet 8 Inch
es. This tub attended 21 musters and
won 21 prizes.
Of the Maine tubs the Albert R. Hav
ener of Rockland conies first with a
play of 229 feet 6% inches. This tub
participated in three musters and won
two prizes, amounting to $140. The
tub is in fourth position of the 69.
The next Maine tub on the list Is the
Senator Baxter of Bath with a throw
of 221 feet one inch. The tub partici
pated in five musters and captured
four prizes, amounting to $375. The
Baxter holds 11th position of all the
tubs. Then comes the Sagadahock In
13th position with a throw of 220 feet
5H Inches. The tub wag In four mus
ters and won one prize, $25.
There were four private contests
during the year, including that of Oct.
8 in Bath when the Baxters defeated
the Sagadahock by throwing a stream
227 feet 2% Inches. This record was
not counted in the New England recold.

“THE MEGUNTICOOK”

Katherine McDonald and Staff
Display Literary Ability.
The fall number of the Megunticook
is a credit to the Camden High School
students who had it in charge. Kath
erine McDougall, editor-in-chief, will
be able to look back upon It with sat
isfaction In later years. Her associ
ates on the staff were: Assistant editor, Olive I.ermond; business manager,
Arnold Calehan; subscription man
ager, Stephen Gushee; boys’ athletic
editor, Robert Bean; gills’ athletic ed
itor, Isabel Ames; art ’ditor. Marion
Hardy; alumni editor. Phyllis Little
field; exchange editor. Lucile Hall;
local editors—1922. Gladys Fernald;
1923, Virginia Rice; 1924, Willis Muni
roe; 1925, Helen Hobbs.
It appears from the editorial col
umns that Camden is also feeling the
urgent need of a High School budd
ing. The seating plan arranged for
during the summer failed to keep pace
with the unexpectedly large registra
tion. The Megunticook says that the
building is large enough for the pres
ent year, hut foresees the need of other quarters if the enrollment steadily
Increases In succeeding years.
The Megunticook urges Increased
'school spirit" in athletics, and regis
ters a mild protest against the readoptlon of "the detestable demerit list.”
It is not, and never will be effective In
bringing about reforms, and conse
quently should be discarded,” says the
editor.
Among the liternry contributions to
this issue of The Megunticook are "The
Store Mouse," Katherine Moore, ’24;
‘Redhead,” Gladys Fernald; "Mingo,”
Gladys Beverage, '23; "Just Half an
Inch to Spare.” William Clayter, '24;
"In the Days of Crimson and Gold.”
Marjorie Calderwood; “To Be a P. K.
O.," Olive I.ermond, ’23; “A Practical
Joke," I. H. D., ’22; “Betty’s Bubble
Burst,” Doris G. Butterfield, ’22;
Rhymes. Odds and Ends, and Athletics
complete a very Interesting school
magazine.
A full page is devoted to an excel
lent group picture of the football
squad, which recently brought home
the pennant.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may bo tad however crowded your hours with affairs, do sol
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of jour Inner life with a hit
of poetry.
-Charles EUot Norton.
THE ORIGIN OF THE HARP

Christmas by making a small
deposit and the balance in easy

OF

Rockland Lodge, B. P. O. E.. held
its annual memorial service Sunday
evening in Park Theatre. The audi
torium was almost completely filled.
td there were many in the balcony.
To the committee in charge it was es
pecially gratifying to have such a lar?e
attendance of the Lodge members—
nearly 60 occupying the reserved sec

• • • •

OREL E. DAVIES

Volume 76..................Number 144.

The Little Christmas Stamps
Brockton Won Most Honors
Being Busily Pushed By Rockland Lodge of Elks Has Successful Memorial Pro
In New England—Albert
gram
—
Oration
By
Rev.
Mr.
Seliger.
Public Health.
R. Havener Led In Maine.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oaaette was eetablWhed In
1846. In 1874 the Courier wee established,

Ladies’ 4-BuckIe Overshoes in stock

any business day during office hours.

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Christmas Photos

Juet so with your business—you are only
at strong at your Reserve Funds.

TYLER’S

And in Banking it it wise to connect with
an institution with the enormous Resources
of tha Federal Reserve System.

After all Your Bank cannot be too strong
in Resources.

STUDIO

We invite you to open a checking account with ut.

Portraits for Christmas de
livery must be taken before
Dec. 10. Photo hours be
tween 10 a. m. and 3 p, m.
No appointment necessary
“IN THE HEART OF THE CITY"
Upstairs. Opp. Security Trust Co.
124Th. tf

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET-ROCKLAND. MAINE

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

'Tie believed that thia harp, which 1 wake now
for thee,
Was a Siren of old, who sung under the sea;
And who often, at eve, through the bright
billows roved,
To meet, on the green shore, a youth whom
she loved.

But she loved him in vain, for he left her to
weep.
And in tears, all the night, her gold ringlet!
to steep,
Till Heaven looked with pity on truo-lova so
warm.
And changed to this soft harp the sea-maiden'!
form.
Still her bosom roue fair—still her cheek milled
the same—
While her sea-beauties gracefully curled round
the frame;
And her hair, shedding tear-drops from all It!
bright rings,
Fell o’er her white arm, to make the gold
strings 1

Hence It came, that this soft harp so long hath
been known
To mingle love’s language with sorrow'! sad
tone;
TUI thou didst divide them, and teach the

fond lay

To be love when I'm near thee, and grief when
away 1

____ —Thomas lloorn,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 6, 1921
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Even France Becoming Sick tf
of Government Ownership
Hobby.

5

Rockland, Maine, Dec 6, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, wno on
Mth declares that he is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Dec. 3,
1921. there was printed a total of 6.000 copies

(New York Herald)
The socialistic dream of government
iwnership and operation of basic in
WHAT CONGRESS DID
dustries and public utilities has come
tf
in for some hard knocks of late. Even
Many men of many minds, reprein France, long wedded by tradition tc tf
eenting the diversified and conflicting
this form of paternalism, a movement
interests of a great country, made it
looking to the divorce of the Govern tf
impossible for the special session of
ment from business is under way.
tf
In an article in the Revue des Deux
Congress to accomplish ail that it
Mondes one of France’s highest eco
Would like to have done, or perhaps all
nomic authorities, Raphael Georges
that it should have done, but in the
DECIDED HIT
Levy, urges that the Government di tf
final analysis is found much important,
vest itself'as speedily as possible of all
and it is believed, beneficial legislation.
OUR OVERCOATS at $39.50
the varied forms of business activity s
in which it is engaged. This applies
Among the more important measures
not merely to the industries forced un
CLOTH that is a credit to the
Which have become laws are:
der government control by war exi
The Revenue act of 1921.
mills,
gencies but to every form of govern
The Budget act.
mental business which infringes on the
The Emergency Tariff act.
TAILORING that is a credit to
natural field of individual enterprise.
The Peace resolution.
Large groups of railroads, including
the designer, and the
The Veterans' Bureau act.
those recently acquired with AlsaceThe Immigration Restriction act.
Lorraine, are now operated by the
The Volstead Anti-Beer act.
PRICE—a credit to the store.
French Government. M. Levy would
The $25,000,000 Farm Loan act,
have every mile of them handed over
1922 Naval Appropriation act.
Hundreds of dozens of Christ
to private management. Likewise he
1922 Army Appropriation act.
would have the tobacco business and
mas
Ties,
among
them
the
new
The Grain Futures act.
the match trade, Government nomono
The Packers’ act.
"Wearplus,”
pies for many years, released for pri
The War Finance Agricultural Loan
vate exploitation. He also would have
act.
Brown label,
$ 1.00
the Government get out of the tele
The Federal Highway act.
graph and telephone business, in which,
The Maternity act.
Green
label,
$1.50
is compared with the success achieved
Act for the Apportionment of Wa
by private management in the United tf
ters of the Colorado River.
States, it has cut anything bu
Legislation and appropriation for
brilliant figure,
the Shipping Board.
M. Levy has no faith in government
' The Edge Export act.
capacity for business and so declares
The Cable Control act.
In his opinion government assumption
The Indian Bureau act.
of business functions invariably means
In addition to these measures which
overloaded payrolls, relaxed individual
have become laws, the House disposed
ance in the political arena. A former effort, waste, extravagance and mini
POLITICAL BRIEFS
president of the Maine senate.
Mr. mized responsibility, both collective
of much important legislation, among
|EGINNING Friday, December 9th, and continuing until Decemothers. The Congressional Apportion interesting political chat concern Day was at one time one of the big and individual. By customs duties and
men politically of the State. He lost taxes levied on the industries the Gov
ment bill (which is now pending in the ing affairs in which all Maine voters the collectorship when the Bangor dis ernment revenues might be heavily in
by presenting their deposit cards at our Banking Rooms,
Senate). A measure of this character are interested appeared in the Portland trict was wiped out and has been little creased over those derived from their
hear#
from
since.
But
he
was
nomi

State
operation,
he
argues.
He
con

has been considered twice, but not Express Thursday. The following ex
ber 14th, Christmas Club Depositors will receive their checks
nated for mayor of Bangor at the re trasts the return from the Govern
finally disposed of; the Fordney Tariff tracts are made:
cent
primaries
and
will
no
doubt
be
ment
’
s
monopoly
of
the
tobacco
trade
After December 14th checks not called for will be mailed to address
« • • •
bill; the Railroad bill, providing for
■elected next Monday. This may mean in France with the British Govern
The rumor that Congressman White nothing or it may mean a good deal. ment's revenue from taxes and customs
funding of railroad obligations and the
of the Second District may not seek a One story that came out of Bangor duties levied on the same business in
as given.
utilization of such obligations to re
renomination has reappeared and while
plenish the Treasury through the War no public statement has been made by awhile ago was to the effect that the private hands. Last year the net re
former collector would be a candidate turn to the French Government from
OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB FOR THE YEAR HAS OVER 960
Finance corporation; the Foreign Debt the Lewiston member, it is no secret for the Congressional
nomination its tobacco monopoly was 870,000,000
Refunding Commission bill; Alaskan that he has confided to his personal against Mr. Hersey. The suggestion francs. From import duties on tobacco
MEMBERS WITH A TOTAL DEPOSIT OF
Railway bill; bill authorizing associa friends that he may not run again. He that he may want to run for Governor and internal taxation on the trade the
does not like Washington life, so it is is at least interesting.
British Government in the same period
tions of producers of agricultural pro said, and he believes that it would be
collected £60,000,000. At normal ex
ducts; bill for revision of the laws, first more to his advantage if he should
The Republican State convention change this would be' 1,500,000,000
since 1872. The Senate passed the come home and begin to build up a law next March will probably be held in francs. M. Levy says:
Borah bill to restore free Panama practice, which he could do more read Portland. The State committee meets
“Let us restrict the Government
ily now than after he had remained jn
For the seven years we have operated the Christmas Club the people
Canal tolls to American vessels but Washington for a longer term of years. in Augusta Thursday afternoon to
to its true attributes.
National
make
the
selection.
defence, foreign affairs, the ad
this was held up by the House at the
If Mr. White should decide to seek
of Knox County by small weekly payments have
The convention of 1920 had approx
ministration
of justice, public
request of President Harding, who is in renomination it is freely conceded that imately 1300 delegates. For the com
works beyond municipal resources,
he
would
succeed
even
though
state

negotiation diplomatically with Great
and public instruction without pre
wide primaries should prevail instead ing convention the State committee
Britain on the subject, with the hope of district primaries. Other candidates will consider three propositions, which
tending to assume complete mo
nopoly of the same—here is a field
of obtaining an agreement for the are prqtty likely to have opposition in would give the convention 1500, 1600
large enough to engage the activi
modification of the Hay-Pauncefote their districts, but there would be none and 1690 delegates respectively, based
on the vote of last year, which was a
ties of ministers and parliaments.
against Mr. White in the Second.
Treaty.
Everywhere else let us permit the
But while the Lewiston member is record breaker. If the representation
This large sum of money has year by year been placed in circulation
Of course there is the usual diversity not particularly favorable to remaining was based in the same ratio as a year
country to do its own business and
and has added materially to the prosperity of our community.
let us replace functionaries with
of opinion among the party leaders, in Washington longer, it is believed by ago the vote cast in the September
free men responsible for their en
With Congressional elections only 10 his friends that the Maine guber election of 1920, the coming convention
terprises."
months away It was not to be expected natorial chair appeals to him more would be entitled to approximately
strongly. There has been more or less 2500 delegates. It is probable that
In other words, "more business
that the Democrats would be very vo gossip that he might be a candidate for Hon. Carroll L. Beedy of Portland,
government and less government
ciferous in their applause of the Re the Republican nomination next June member of Congress from the First business," as President Harding put it
publican majority’s achievements. The against Gov. Baxter and Judge Deering District, will be invited to act as tem It is a maxim which the war’s bitter
Democrats needs must lay the ^ounda of Saco, but there is the best of au porary chairman of the coming State experience has demonstrated to be
thority for stating that he has no such
sound.
The socialistic government
tion for their campaign of 1922, and intention. In another two years. It is convention. Invitations will probably
also be extended to United States ownership obsession still lingers in
the popular method of laying such not at all unlikely that he may be a Senator Willis of Ohio, and Miss Rob spots. In the end, Tike all other delu
foundations, from time immemorial, is candidate.
ertson. member of Congress from Ok sions, it must go.
find fault with the other fellow. And
lahoma, to address the convention.
The presence of Senator Hale at his
The Democratic State convention
Dr. Stephen Smith, founder of the
yet there are not lacking in this home in this city has revived the dis
country enough impartial observers to cussion as to what headway Former will be held in Augusta the last of New York Health Department tells
March, 1922.
what helps keep him going. One of his
agree with Representative Mondell, Congressman Guernsey of Dover is
••• •
making
in
the
very
busy
campaign
he
recipes is the thorough reading of six
the House leader, that, so far as the
Prohibitionists Stand Pat
has been making since last Spring to
House is concerned, it may properly be secure the nomination. The general
The Prohibition party will continue newspapers a day—murders and all
classed as one of the most diligent and opinion is that while the Dover man to work as a political party along the Another help Is his daily hike, which
BRANCHES AT
has only recently been reduced from
important sessions in the history of the will poll a respectable vote, he has not same lines as in the past, its national eight miles. Some persons would
committee
decided
Thursday.
Senti

the
slightest
chance
of
securing
the
American
Congress.
Congressman
never try to reach the century route
nomination and probably realizes this ment against changing the party’s quite so strenuous as that, yet reading
Mondell says:
name and enlarging its major issues, and walking have a great deal to com
fact himself.
\.
The i cs.dent convened the Con
“I can’t find that Guernsey has any or for winding up its affairs in the be mend themselves, mentally and phys
gross :n i.. ..lordmary session prima appreciable strength pledged to him lief that its work was done. At the
rily for the purpose of the enactment anywhere,” said a Portland Republican • dose of the two-day meeting even the ically.
of leg.slalion revising the tariff and who travels considerably over the I suggestion that the party might quit
the tax laws, and this has been the State, this week. "He goes'into a town, jf the- Republican or Democratic party BEQUEST OVERLOOKED
tnost important work of the session and meets a few voters who greet him t00k Up jts WOrk was rejected. After
Those who attended Pomona Grange
NORTH HAVEN
The tax revision, a most difficult and cordially, but that does not mean they deciding to stand pat, the committee
EAST UNION
held with Seven Tree Grange last Sat
Late Osborne T. Sumner Left
trying work, has been completed, and will vote for him."
urday report a most profitable and
voted for deportation of aliens con
The High School has received the
the American people will find a real
"Is there any opposition to Senator
of violation of the prohibition
$5000 To Niece, Mrs "Will Lothrop arrived here from Oak pleasant meeting.
loan of an organ from the members of
and substantial cause for thanksgiving Hale in your city? the writer asked a victed
)awg and disfranenisement of citizens
Work has been resumed in the stave the Pythian Sisters, through the atten
land Thursday and will spend the win
In the fact that they are relieved for Lewiston man who was in Portland
Ralph Keyes.
for the same offence. It called on the
tion of Mr. Adams, our musical di
the present calendar year of Federal the other day.
ter with his sister Mrs. Rebecca Davis. mill here.
federal government to ask foreign na
The Grange Circle will meet with rector, Everyone enjoys using it add
tax burdens in the sum of $70,000,000—
"Yes, I think there is." was the an tions to prevent the exportation of
Elmer Young,~who has been in the
An important clause in the will of
May Robbins Tuesday afternoon.
is a great aid in our music and sing
a relief, all of which is lifted from the swer.
|
i liquors to the United States in viola- the late Osborne T. Sumner was over West for several years is home for a " Pioneer Grange elected officers last ing on Friday afternoons. We appre
shoulders of heads of families of mod
"Who are the Guernsey men up i
visit
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ion of the prohibition laws.
era and moderate moans and income, there?”
looked when the news report was pre
Thursday evening.
, •••• ciate the kindness of the Pythian Sis
Louis Young.
Vnder the new tax law and beginning
ters and extend our sincere thanks to
The man thought a minute. "I don't
pared for Saturday’s issue of The Cou
Jan. 1, there will be a further lifting of know as I couW name any," he an
them.
rier-Gazette.
The
beneficiary
of
that
CHRISTMAS
the Federal tax burden in a sum esti swered.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes have
clause is Mrs. Ralph Keyes, who is at
mated at $835,000,000 for the calendar
closed their home and will spend tlie
It is the belief among Republicans
year. This lifting is distributed equit in the Fourth District that the locality MARKDOWN SALE present residing in this city, but who
winter months in Boston.
ably among the people of the country, argument of the Piscataquis candidate
The Mahiwijeno Club met with Mrs.
when the will was drawn was Miss
The Federal tax gatherer will no long is having very little effect. There are
Almon Cooper Thursday evening.
' Hilda Sumner of Thomaston. She is
-oner collect taxes on ice cream cones, some to whom it may appeal, but as
I a niece of the deceased and receives a
North Haven Musical Club gave a
soda water, pills and lotions, or parcel they tell it, the Guernsey support is
.bequest of $5,000. The clause of the
concert Monday evening, Nov. 28, for
post, nor exact tribute on transporta confined almost entirely to the latter’s
[ will relating to this legacy says:
the benefit of the Pythian Temple. On
tion or on the purchase of wearing ap personal friends. Congressman Her
“To set apart the sum of $5,000 for
account of the storm many were pre
REDUCED
TO
parel. The man of moderate means, sey favors the renomination of Senator
the use and benefit of my niece, Hilda
vented from attending. The members
and particularly such a man with
Hale and it is known that he has done
Sumner of Thomaston. Maine, and it is
of the K. of P. wish to thank the club
family, has his income-tax burdens ap more or less quiet work in his behalf.
my will that my said trustee pay to
for'its interest and for the amount
preciably lessened, while those classes That Phis is not altogether an altruistic
said Hilda Sumner the interest on said
which was turned over to the build
of taxation which are most success proposition with “Uncle Ira” is freely
sum quarterly, the payments to be
A TON
ing fund. Following Is the program:
fully passed on to the consuming public conceded, for not unnaturally he has an
! made on the first days of January,
Tiptopper and Smiles and Frowns, Or
or which most hamper and retard busi eye on the senatorship himself, when
' April, July and October, and when my
chestra; four tableaux from Lady of
ness transactions and discourage
the nomination drifts down around
j said niece shall have arrived at her
the Lake; When the Frost is on the
prevent the growth and development eastern Maine way.
28th birthday to pay to her the prin
Punkin, Rev. M. G. Perry; Myriad
« • • *
of productive enterprise, like the ex
cipal sum of $5,000 which shall become
Dancers and Four Little Pipers, Or
cess-profits tax and the higher brack
A Penobscot county man who was in
hers absolutely, together with any un
chestra; Melody in “D,” Clara Leyonets of the surtax, are either repealed the city the other day suggested an
paid accrued interest."
REDUCED TO
borg violin, Gerald Hopkins piano.
or reduced.
entirely new name as a candidate for
Rev. M. G. Perry ’cello; three tableaux
There has been considerable impa the Republican nomination for Govern
Parry's market offers Little P g Pork
from Merchant of Venice; Landing of
tience and criticism voiced in the or. “Don’t be surprised if you see Berd
Roast at 20c per pound, and 1’or.t I
the Pilgrims, Paton Dyer; Dreaming
country because the Tax Revision bill Day out to succeed Gov. Baxter two
Chops at 25c per pound. This is the
Alone in the Twilight, solo, Rev. M. G.
has not been sooner placed upon the years from now,” said he.
A TON
lowest
price
for
years.
144
Perry, accompanied by Gerald Hop
statute books. This impatience, this
Whether he was doing anything
criticism, is quite natural and to be ex more than making a wild guess this
kins piano, Clara Leyonborg violin:
—FOR THE NEXTDELIVERED WITHIN; THE CITY LIMITS
pected. Tax burdens of the war were man would not say, but a good many
mandolin and guitar selections; Horae
heavy, and many of them of the most who keep close tabs on Maine politics
Sweet Home Melody; Orchestra.
exasperating and inequitable character, have been wondering as to the meaning
The moving pictures were given In
FIFTEEN DAYS
It was natural that people should of the Bangor man'# sudden re-appearK. of P. hall Friday evening, a dance
clamor for early relief. This criticism
following. The proceeds went to the
A wonderful opportunity to buy
could not, and did not, take into con
K. of P.
$100
for
positive
information
of
Table,
Boudoir
and
Floor
Lamps
sideration the very difficult, trying and Does Your Food
Mrs. Jetson Dyer and daughter Ann
for Holiday Gifts at reasonable
complicated character and infinite va
the party or parties instrumental
arrived Friday from Sewickley, Penn,
riety of the questions and problems
TELEPHONE 487
prices.
and will visit Mr. and Mrs. William
*Taste Good?
in causing the death by automobile
presented in the revision of a law so
Dyer at her home at Vinalhaven.
voluminous and complex as the War
Make this an Electrical Christ
or otherwise of Frank A. Joost, on
Q. C. Jennie Dockham of the Pythian
Is Your Appetite All Right?
Revenue act. The fact is that with the
mas as Electrical Gifts are always
Sisters visited Gloria Temple Wednes
Sunday morning, Oct. 23, 1921.
signing of this bill its consideration
When your food does taste good
day evening, Nov. 3d. Seven candi
useful as well as lasting and re
will have covered less time than the you may be sure that your health
dates took the degree, the work being
flects the good judgment of the
consideration of any general revision
JENNIE
B.
JOOST
done in a very pleasing manner which
is good; that your blood is rich,
giver.
of tax legislation in many years.
142T148*
won much praise from the Grand
flee from scrofula, eczema, rheu
Chief. Lunch was served after the
matism and other diseases, and
Call at our show rooms and see
meeting, consisting of lobster stew,
that your system is built up
the wonderful values we are offer
Ilenry Patterson White, the lynx-eyed
cakes, pies and coffee.
against
that
tired
feeling
and
the
ing during this sale.
editor of that excellent semi-weekly,
Miss Sadie Taylor who has been vis
prostration after influenza and
the Franklin Journal, writes to The
iting her sister, Mrs. H. S. Beverage,
fevers.
has returned to her studies at Gordon
Courier Gazette:
EP AIRIN
Hood’s Sarsaparilla enriches
School in Boston.
In your issue of Dec. 1 you credit the blood, creates an appetite,
E FINISHIN
the Detroit Free Press with the poem, aids digestion, promotes assimila
E UPHOLSTER
M. B. & C. O. Perry offer Pea Coal
^Nobility.” This is unfair to Alice
tion, secures for you full nutritive
PRE-WAR PRICES
at $13.00 and Gas Coke at $12.00, deliv
and Phoebe Cary. The poem appears
Get it of
Will gladly call anywhere with full Iin/
ered within the city limits.
144
in an edition of their poems published value of your food.
ROCKLAND, ME.
of samples end estimete tree.
in 1873. There is also a word of error your druggist today.
CARL E. FREEMAN
If a mild laxative is needed,
in the seventh line of the first stanza,
Ail Columbia Records 5uc at StudTel. Rockland 529. Camden 223-11
Tel. ret. 292J
Shoe 643 Main St.
take Hood’s Pills; if an activo
■which should read, “There’s nothing
ley’s—headquarters
for
Brunswick
Nearly ope. Blake's Antique Store
138*Tues&Satl54
cathartic
more
Hood
’
s
Pills.
, Phonographs and Record*.
i$$tf
go kingly as kindness.”
Before me

FRANK B MILLER.

Notary Public.

NOTICE
TO OUR 1921 CHRISTMAS CLUB
DEPOSITORS

I. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY

$46,627.00

SAVED $272,627.00

We will open our new 1921 Club for membership Dec. 12.

Let us help you to systematically save money.

Security Trust Comp y
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN VINALHAVEN

WARREN

PEA COAL

electric

$13.00

GAS COKE
$12.00

PORTABLE LAMPS

REWARD

FURNITURE

CENTRAL MAINE

POWER CO.

R

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

AND

UNION

Every-Othei-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 6, 1921.

Calk of the town

DENTISTS VISIT US
*CC-'!3 • AXll'TSSE'hiSWf

Not. 24 Dec. 31—Annual sale of Christmas

Sea Is.

Dec. B—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R , holds
a rummage sale in Universaiist vestry.
Dec. 7-8—Methodist Fair
Dee. 8—League I’oio. Knox Electrics vs
Texaco Stars, at tlie Arcade.
Dec. 8—"The Old Peabody Pew" at tlie
Methodist church
Dec. 9—Hob-Nob Masquerade Ball, Camden
Opera House.
Dec. 10—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Megunilcook Grange, Camden.
Dec. 19 (8 If,)—Address by ex-Congressinan
Frank E Guernsey of Dover, in Methodist
vestry, auspices Woman's Educational Club.
Dec. 10—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Megunilcook Grange, Camdeu.
Dec. 12—Khakespcarc Society meets with
Mrs 1 Albert Jameson, North Main street
Dec. 14—Christmas sale and supper at Baptlst Church, Thomaston.
Dec. IB—Americus Hook & Lttddcr Co.’s an
nual levee and hall, in Havener hall.
Dec. IB—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs
Mary Cooper, Limerock street.
<
Dec 19 (7 30 p. m l—Regular fortnightly
meeting of Woman's Educational Club.

I
wish every housewife to know the great bargains they are offer
ing in Linen and Mercerized Table Damask.

The Mercerized Goods are very much cheaper in price now, and

they are offering great bargains at 65c, 75c, 85c and $1.00 the yard.
The Mercerized Goods are all right, they wear well, and look well,

and many are learning that it has been largely prejudice on their
part to prefer linen

To those who will not give up the use of linen, they offer extra
good trades at $2.25 and $3.00.

Weather Thia Week

Bettor of course at $325 the yard.

Washington, Dec. 3—Weather pre
dictions for the week beginning Mon
day for the North Atlantic Stoles:
Normal temiierature and generally
fair, but with a probability of rains
AVedesday or Thursday.

Two special pieces of fine and heavy double Damask at $4 the yard.

Napkins in Linen and Mercerized Cotton at new prices.

Notice that extra alert step of Dep
uty Marshal Fernald’s last night?
Nothing like being twice a grandfather
within a year.

A Special Linen Napkin, fine and firm in weave, at $6.50 the dozen,
has been appreciated by many of our customers the past few weeks.

We are offering our third lot. Pardon us, but it is a hummer.

I
The Lehigh Valley barge No. "67 dis
charged 1,000 tons of hard coal for
M. B. & C. O. Perry Saturday.

Fuller - Cobb-Davi s

Fred E. Achorn. who has been em
ployed at Flint’s market for a number
of years, has recently entered the em
ploy of M. B. & C. O, Perry.

The Alperin brothers, formerly of
this city, opened another self-service
shoe store Saturday, in Pittsfield,
Muss. Charles S. Alperin, who was
employed for a number of years in
Whitinsville, Mass., has charge. The
firm is having remarkable success with
its chain of stores, the self-service
idea carrying with It great popularity.

A complimentary banquet is to be
tendered the High School football
squad at Hotel Rockland Friday night
at 7 o’clock. It would help out the af
fair if a bunch of the team’s friends
could be there. The banquet was made
possible by the kindness of the men
along the street and it is hoped that all
Will be on deck.

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF SHOP

EARLY CHRISTMAS SALE

We wish to announce to our friends and patrons that
our Shop Early Christmas Sale will be held

DECEMBER 9 TO DECEMBER 13
Watch for itemized advertisement in the Thursday
issue of The Courier-Gazette.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

Mrs. Eleanor Cote-Howard has re
signed as director of the First Bapist
Chorus choir and leaves tomorrow for
a visit of several months in Boston and
New York. At Sunday evening’s ser
vice the pastor of the church, Kev. Mr.
Browne, paid a warm tribute to Mrs.
Howard's faithful and artistic work
and voiced the general regret that is
felt at her departure. The choir mem
bers expressed their appreciation by
the gift of 125 in gold.
Steel pennants which serve to ad
vertise the city or town in which a
motor car owned constitute a new
wrinkle in the automobile world. A
few cities in other States inaugurated
the use of these pennants last season,
and they became at once immensely
popular. In some places chambers of
commerce, rotary clubs, etc., are en
couraging their use, and in others the
garages have taken the initiative.
Adjutant and Mrs. Malpass. Portland
young people’s secretaries, will conduct
special meetings for young people at
the Salvation Army hall in this city to
morrow evening at 6 o’clock. At 8
there will be enrollment of soldiers.
The public is heartily invited.
___
•
The contract for the new lighting
system on Main street was signed the
last of the week, and fhe materials
Were promptly ordered by the Central
Maine Power Co. The iron |ioles will
come from Baltimore and the Neva
Laux light equipment is bought in
Springfield, Mass. It will probably be
six weeks before all the materials are
assembled here, and Supt. Blodgett es
timates that the work will take about
a month.

"Back to Greek Ideals” is to be the
subject of the address which Prof.
Frank E. Woodruff of Bowdoin College
will deliver before the Baptist Men's
League at the monthly meeting Dee.
21. It is the intention of the entertain
ment committee to vary the season's
program as much as possible, appeal
ing, as far as possible to all tastes.

The local blacksmiths have posted
new price cards, in which increases
are shown for certain lines of work.
George W. Roberts has taken the
local agency of the S. W. Straus & Co.,
deniers in first mortgage real estate
bonds, with offices in the Shawmut
Bank building, Boston.

Final reports were received from
Harry M Vcrrill of Portland and Gen.
George W. Goethels of New York, re
ceivers of the East Coast Fisheries
Company and the East Coast Products
Company in the U. S. District Court
Saturday. They are extended docu
ments and tobies of figures are ap
pended. These show the transactions of
the receivers in the past year. While
they have been managing the affairs
of these corporations leading up to the
time when a ,new corporation, the
Deep Seas Fisheries Company, waH
formed to take over some of the assets
and rencyy the business. Obligations
which aggregate around a million dol
lars each have been liquidated by the
receivers.
Miss Harvey’s classes in ball room
dancing opened Thursday in Temple
Hall. Her class ill atsthetic dances
will be instructed at the Copper Kettle
Porch Fridays, beginning Dec. 9, be
ginners at 4 and advanced pupils at 5
o'clock. Private pupils and private
classes by appointment.

The Penobscot Bay Dental Societyheld its bi-monthly meeting at the
Copper Kettle Saturday evening. It
wag a ladies’ night, and a total of 21
persons sat down to the nice supper
which Mrs. Lawry’s staff had prepared
When the feast had been properly dis
cussed the party man bed to Park The
atre. where the regular moving pict
ure program was supplemented hy a
uicture of special interest to the dental
'rutarnlty, dealing with dental hy
giene.
Returning to the Copper Kettle with
heir guests, the dentists held their
business meeting, and listened to a
helpful address on “'Oral Hygiene,” hy
Or. Henry A. Kelley of Portland.
Dr. R. ’V Bickford is president of
he Association, and Dr. E. W. Peaslee of Thomaston is secretary and
treasurer. The standing committee o
on program comprises l)r. B. E. Flan
ders of Rockland, Dr I. E. Luce of
Thomaston and Dr. W. II. Barron of
Camden. Dr. E. W. Peaslee of Thomtston, Dr. J. A. Richan and Dr. H.
Richards of Rockland were ap
pointed committee on by-laws, whili
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts of Rockland, Dr
W. J. Jameson of Thomastoi^and Dr.
L. W. Hart of Camden were entrusted
ijfith the important task of placing it
•e schools a definite program of den
al hygiene treatment In connectlot
with,the Red Cross and district nurse
tt is hoped to have a series of talks
;>ossibly illustrated with stereopticoi
slides, dealing with clean and healthy
mouths, use of the toothbrush and cart
of the 6-ycar molar.
A pleasant social evening was spent
with dancing in the Copper Kettli
’orch as a feature..

Limerock Valley Pomona Grang'
will meet with Megunticook Grangi
Camden, Saturday. Tlie program fo:
the afternoon session will be:
Address of Welcome, Harold H
Natji: response, Ar,thur B. Packard
singing. Grange; reading, Eliiabetl
Gregory: vocal solo, Hans Heistad
recitation, Bernice Rossiter; pian<
solo, Carlerfe Brazier; reading, Scot
kliffe; tableau, in charge of Mary
Nash; vocul solo, Robert McIntosh:
"ading, Mabel Richards; vocal solo
Harry Humphrey; reading, Evely;
Taylor; vocal duet. Brother and Siste
Anderson: reading, Ellen Winchenpaugh; vocal solo. Brother Wads
worth; reading. Guy Annis; piano sob
Henry Pendleton: reading. Sister Bu
"er; vocal solo, Carlene Brazier; dis
cussion, How can our delegates best
serve us at the coming session of th.
Maine State Grange? The program
for the evening session will be in
charge of the lecturer of Megunticook
Grange.
Last week wasn’t exactly tropical
weather, yet Tiny Staples of 130
Pleasant street, picked a dandelion
Saturday and brought it to this otfici
by way of proof.

It was Lieut. Cul. Walter II. Butler
Loctil 570 Plumbers and Stearofitwho was elected chaplain of Winslow- (ers, will have a meeting in Painters’
Holbrook Post, last Thursday night,
til tonight
not Walter Britto, as the types made
us say.
The concert given last month by the
First Baptist Chorus Choir, with Miss
As a last meeting before the holi Loraine Wyman as the chief artist,
days, the Ladles of the Congregational was not only a great success musical
church in the vestry at 10 a. m. on ly, but financially as well, $132.15 being
Wednesday morning. The ladies are netted for the choir treasury. With
requested to take their lunch and sew expenses above $250 the result shows
ing will proceed the entire day. Many how well the public lent its apprecia
garments require completion and a tive support.
large attendance is desired.
Miss Marianne Crockett has been
John J. Perry, who is about to as engaged as musical director of the
sume his new duties with the Ameri Methodist church, a position which her
can consulate in Alexandria, Egypt, talents will permit her to fill with
left a large number of well wishing much acceptance.
friends on the Maine Central platform
Monday morning as he started his first
Donald L Karl, who for 14 years
hitch toward the land of crocodiles, py has been the efficient janitor of the
ramids and romance. After a short Public Library, has resigned the posi
stay in Boston and a few days of the tion. John M. Richardson has been
atres In New York, he will sail on the appointed to the vacancy.
8. S. Colombo Dec. 10 from 57th street,
New Y'ork City. Steamer letters to the
Only two matters of importance
above address from
those of his
friends who have not already decided came before the December meeting of
to write, would doubtless be greatly the City Government last night. One
was the passage of Alderman Sulli
appreciated.
van’s order, subject to approval by the
For the past six weeks, there has lighting committee, for the extension
of the new lighting system to Gen.
been a lively attendance contest car
Berry engine house on the south and
ried on in tho First Baptist Sunday
Middle street on tho north. The other
school, with the promise that when
the figures 300 were reached the school was th<\passage of Alderman Erskine’s
order for the purchase of 1500 feet of
should be photographed. On Sunday fire
hose.
«
just passed the secretary announced
the desired number, amid applause.
Canton Lafayette elects officers to
Afterward the great crowd, young and
old, was grouped in front of the church morrow night, and will also vote for
and Photographer Harding took snaps department and field officers. Luke
S. Davis is a candidate for major of
at them.
the Third Battalion.
Frank A. Beverage who is acting as
agent of the American Railway Ex
The next game in the Amateur Polo
press while C ,M. Harrington is on his League takes place Thursday night
leave of absenoe, has moved to this tnd will find the scrappy Knox Eleecity from Thomaston, and is occupy
ies turning the current onto the
ing the Hall house oil Oceun street.
Texaco Stars. Will gasoline and elec
tricity mix? Watch this gamo and
Miss - Charlotte Buffum yesterday sec.
placed 15,800 Christmas Health Stamps
into the eager hands of nearly as many
All of thj organizations connected
school children for disposal among with the Central Labor Union, will
Rockland citizens. Thu children, from
tave a public gathering in Knights of
the sixtli grades up, plan to stage a
whirlwind campaign lasting about a Pythias hall tonight at 7.30.

SHEEPSKIN COATS
MACKINAWS
LEATHER.IERK1NS

week.
Miss Hayden’s (H. II. H.) Class of
Wireless messages from tlie “Steam the First Baptist Sunday' school will
ship Athletic” state that she is having hold a cake and candy’ sale at H. II.
fair wind and a pleaant passage, A Crie & Co.’s store Saturday afternoon
144-145
number of additional passengers have from 2.30 to 5.30.
gone aboard since tlie “cruise” began
and there is a steady Increase of activ
ities in social and athletic lines on both
docks.—Sunday evening an impromptu1
orchestra was organized and the pass-!
engers enjoyed a concert of popular
and jazz sehctlons.—The billiard and;
pool “sharks” arc beginning to have
—CLASSES IN—
some lively contests. As tlie cruise
progresses there will probably be a)
BALLROOM DANCING
tournament.—The first regular basket
ball game of the season wtH lie pfifyed
between the Steamship Athletics and
Thomaston Locals.
Members arc
privileged to invito friends. A nominal
admission is charged to help defray
THURSDAYS
the expense of new uniforms.—Light
Beginners
4, Older Pupils 5 p. m.
lunches are to be served evenings, after
AESTHETIC CLASSES
tomorrow.

To Whom It May Concern: —
I wish to say in regard to my un
See the beautiful neckwear at
seasonable bath in the harbor last
144tf
night, that I caught my foot on a Burpee & Lamb's.
loose plank on Tillson wharf and fell
Into the water, hitting my head on the
Perrv's market offers Little Pig Pork
way. That’s ull there is to tell—there Roast at 20c per pound, tind Pork
Isn’t any more.
Chops at 25c per pound. This is the
Robert Creighton.
lowest price for years.
Ill

DANCING

Miss Jennie S. Harvey

TEMPLE HALL

At Copper Kettle Porch

FRIDAYS, beginning December 9
Beginners 4, Advanced Pupils 5 p.m.
Private Pupils By Appointment

Private Classes on Application

T-Th-144-af

The big horse mnehes have virtual
ly gone out of existence with the
passing of the Long X in Montano,
says the Christian Science Monitor.
The big cattle ranch long since suc
cumbed to the onward march of tlie
sheep ranger and tho wired fence, nnd
it was Jelt to he only a rpatter of
time before the horse ranch would
follow suit.
In this connection It Is Interesting
to recall the circumstance that
though the horse was unknown on
the American continent when the Span
iards arrived, prehistoric evidences of
the animal have been discovered In
both North and South America. The
Indians, who had domesticated the
llama, the alpaca, and the dog, knew
nothing of the horse, and were aston
ished by the sight of the strange and
unfamitiar animals which the newcom
ers rode. Yet. with their introduc
tion hy the white races, horses which
escaped soon ran wild and flourished
on the same ranges where their an
cient cousins had apparently lived,
showing how well the country was
suited to their needs. There are n
few ranches today in the West where
the rug in the principal room may he
the hide of a wild horse, found In
|
fJevnda or In Arizona canyons.

250 bottles fine TOMATO KETCHUP, made to sell
for 15c at

a bottle;

a dozen.

10 dozen 40c Jars Van Camp’s Peanut
Butter at

24c

Six bars of Lenox Soap for

25c

Lux, three packages for

30c

Pure Sugar Broken Candy, per pound

20c

THE HOME OF CLAREMONT COFFEE

CAPS GLOVES
MITTENS
SOX

The "Oriental Drama,” which will
e presented at the Methodist church
unday evening, Dec 11, by Rev. M.
1. Osborne, former pastor of this
hurch, will undoubtedly be most in
eresting to everyone present. In the
rama will be weird Indian songs, fasinating instrumental music, caste
iystem exposed, Hindu customs vividly
oortrayed, 50 gorgeous costumed
inters, mass movement scenes, and
ligious victory yells. A recent letter
;om Mr. Osborne states he is pre-nting this pageant all through the
;ates, and night after night he has
>ad audiences of from 500 to 2,000
>ersons. Attractive posters of Mr.
sborne are displayed in the stores
long Main street.

FLANNEL SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND
BOYS
DRESS SHIRTS

WHAT CAN YOU
BUY
That Will Give More Pleasure
AND AT THE SAME TIME
Be As Practicable and Useful

AS FOOTWEAR
HIGH OVERSHOES
$3.50, $4.00
$3.75
$2.50
$2.00

In the winter and spring Rub
ber Boots arc almost a necessity.
Why not solve that problem, and
at the same time check off an
other Xmas present from your
list. Women need them; boys
and girls ought not to be with
out a pair; and the little folks
all cry for them. Here are some
low prices on reliable goods:
$1.49
Child’s sizes 5 to 10’/i,
$1.98
Misses' sizes 11 to 2,
Youths’ (11 to 2) long leg,
Black,
$2.75
Boys’ (3 to 6) long leg,
black,
$3.53
Youths', long leg, red,
$3.50
Boys’, long leg, red,
$4.03
4*8 Women's, sizes 2'/g to 8,
$2.50

AND WE HAVE

SLIPPERS

SALE

421 MAIN STREET

In his early years he became a number of
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows and Miriam Re
bekah lodge of Rockland; later he transferred
to Mystic Lodge of, Warren. If he had lived
in the jurisdiction of

Women’s 4-buckle
Men’s 4-buckle,
Misses' 3-buckle,
Child’s 3-buckle,

CLEAN
SWEEP

IN MEMORIAM
HENRY F RUSSELL
Died Oct 21, 1921
Mystic Rebekah. I. 0. 0 F.. No 51, has sus
tained a great loss In the death of Henry L
Russell, one of its substantial and estimable
members
lie was born in Warren, Dec 28,
1867, and educated In the public school! of
this town. He then started to make his own
way In the world. He was first employed by
the firm of st ciair A Allen
I
id and
later by the John Bird Co He came back tn
his home town 12 years ago and tibllshi J

bis own lodge undoub

edly he would have attained the highest honors
his lodge could have conferred.
Slender Is the cord that ties a human life to

This is a big year for

UNDERWEAR
ALL STYLES-FOR
MEN AND BOYS

BORN
Staples—At Britt Maternity Home, Rockland,
Dee. 4. to Mr and Mrs. Hector G. Staples, a
daughter—Priscilla
Wood—Portland, Nov 28, to Mr and Mrs
Kenneth A Wood, formerly of Rockland, a sou
—Donald K.ilcr Weight K‘$ pounds.
Bird—Charleston, (S. C,) Maternity Hos
pital, Nov 27, to Mr and Mrs Maur'ce Cobb
Bird, formerly of Rockland, a daughter—Mar
jory.

a grocery business

DIED
Diamond—Rockland, Pec 3, Catherine (Feriiaonl. widow of Jamea Diamond, aged 83
rears.

M. B. & C. O. Perry offer Pea Coal
t $13.00 and Gas Coke at $12.00, deliv
ered within the city limits.
141

Progress of Civilization Has Done
Away With the Picturesque Life
of the Old West

WEEK

15c
SUITS-MEN’S AND Slack Salted Codfish, per pound
BOYS’ OVERCOATS The Wight Company

BecausF^‘‘Widow Moody’s” hens tres
passed on her neighbor's place and a
tomplaint was lodged, was the reason
why her son Dwight L. Moody bought
the ground on which now stands
Northfield Seminary of the Northfield
Schools. Wiliam C. Huberts, who has
been with the Seminary for 18 years,
is in Rockland and vicinity seeking
those whom he may interest in this
great work, which consists of a school
for girls, situated in Northfield, and a
school for boys situated four miles
tway at Mt. Herman.
The three
features which characterize the schools
aro low cost of board and tuition to
young people of limited ipeans. Prom
inence is given to the study of the
English Bible and the participation of
cacti student in domestic work. Be
ginning in a small way the schools
have grown till more than 15,000 have
attended and over 1500 have remained
to graduate. .

BIG RANCHES ONLY MEMORY

U TOTEM is ’’Cash and Carry.” A man said the
other day “Cash and Carry means I carry the cash to
you and carry away your goods.” No doubt that is
true, but a customer carries home with him from this
store more cash than that he has actually saved than
from any store we know of.

z

A cordiadl invitation is extended tf
all mothers to take their bullies to the
baby show which is to be held in the
Methodist church vestry Thursday af
ternoon.

The Apperson motor crowd in Bos
ton. among whom was A C. Jones, for
merly of this city, enjoyed a theatre
party at Keiths last Thursday night
and nobody enjoyed it more than
Charles "Chic” Sale, who has one of
the biggest acts on the Keith circuit
and who, himself, drives an Appersor
which he bought last spring from Mr
Jones. The latter was the actor's
guest at lunch Friday and their daily
rides about the Hub in Mr. Jones’ Ap
person has been a pleasant outing fot
both.

WIGHT’S U-TOTEM
STORE

SPECIAL FOR THIS

LIMEROCK POMONA

Steamship Belfast arrived Sunday
at 9.20 a. in, and left last night for
Boston on her new schedule of two
trips a week.

Americus Hook & Ladder Co. is get
ting ready for Its annual levee and
ball, which will be held in Havener
Mall, Dee. 16. Simon K. Hurt and E.
Howard Crockett have charge.

STILL ON

-’enobscot Bay Association
Captured Rockland Satur
____________________________________ I
day Night—Its Plans,

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

MMIM NEISHBORHOOB EVCMI*

Page Three

earth

Strong ia

the bond tb.it

closely

binds a

spirit to our soul. At any moment may come
the call that surely must he answered When

the veil ni' eternity shall be rent aiun ler and

torn away revealing the past as well as the
future, the strifes and trials forgotten we are
made to feel that the brightest spot In his
record is reached, when the finger of the
Angel, emblazoned in a halo of light and glory,
points to the Item where is recorded he fact
that he heeded the injunction of tho Heavenly
Grand Master, when he said, “As ye have done
It unto one of the least of these my brethren,

i’n so ha' i’ ?• e done It unto me

“His toils are past, his work Is done;
And they are fully blest.
He fought the fight, .the victory won,
And entered Into rest ’’
Warren, Maine, Dec. 3, 1921.

IN MEMORIAM
In tenderest memory of the beloved wife and
mother who passed away Dec 6, 1919
Some may think we have forgotten,
And our wounded hearts are healed,
But they little know the sorrow
That’s within our hearts concealed.
B. II Mears. Mrs. Alfred K. t ruck- t, Mrs
John F Esaiicy.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks to nil
who sent flowers or otherwise assisted us in
our bereavement In the loss of our beloved
mother
Janies and Kathie Diamond, Minnie Diamond.
Mrs. W D Smith, Charles Diamond.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
for their kindness and sympathy in out recent
bereavement and also extend thanks for the
• i ..ut Iful

t!,..

11 tiUnit! i

Mrs Amanda S Carleton and family

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many friends, espe• ially the employees of the Rockland & Rock
port Lime ’Corp., for tnelr kindness to us at
Thanksgiving time
*
Mr. and Mrs. S. P Perry.

METHODIST FAIR
December 7-8
WEDNESDAY
SALE AND SUPPER

for any member of the family,
from Young Precious to Dear
Old Grandma

THURS. AFTERNOON

IN FACT ANYTHING FROM A

THURSDAY NIGHT

BABY SHOW

SHOE STORE WILL MAKE

‘PEABODY PEW”

A PRACTICAL GIFT

Supper served on the European
Plan. The menu;

Boston Shoe Store

?old Ham
Escalloped Potatoes
Baked Beans
Cabbage Salad
Lobster Salad
Fruit Salad
Pie
Doughnuts
Cake
Rplln
Coffee
Tea Etc.

278 Main Street, Rockland, Me.
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

143-144

THE ARCADE RINK
AMATEUR POLO LEAGUE

KNOX ELECTRICS vs. TEXACO STARS
Ancient Iron Currency.
Sword-shaped liars of Iron were
used by the ancient Rritons as money,
and many of these are now found in
British museums. A recent investi
gation shows that six different de
nominations were used, distinguished
by their sizes.

See the window of a thousand things
that bring happiness Io your hoy at
Christmas at Tli"in.i SpqKiitC OMdi
Company.—adv.
144-145
All your friends appreciate your—

PHOTO
CHRISTMAS GIFT
MAKE APPOINTMENTS EARLY

HAROLD A. STAPLES
34 Hill Street - - Rockland, Me.

134 Tu-Stf

r

I

•

THURSDAY NIGHT, DEC. 8, 8 30 P. M.
BOTH TEAMS HAVE BEEN STRENGTHENED

Skating Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday Evenings and
Saturday Afternoons.

WANTED
YOUR PROPERTY TO SELL. LIST YOUR HOUSE
WITH ME FOR QUICK SALE
If You Wish to Purchase a Home, I Have 60 Propo
sitions For Your Consideration.
ROBERT COLLINS, REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
375 MAIN STREET. TEL. 77.

143-145

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 6, 1921.
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GAME SEASON REVIEW

More Deer Than Last Year
Says Com’r. Parsons—
Partridges and Duck Very
Plentiful.
In commenting on the big game sea
son which will close in Maine at mid
night, Nov. 30, Hon. Willis E. Parsons
of Foxcroft, commissioner of inland
fisheries and game, said that it is too
early to make an estimate of the
amount of game killed this year as
compared with last season, as complete
detailed reports will not reach the
office before Dec. 15.
“However, up to Nov. 25, the game
shipments through Bangor were 1,749
deer as compared with 1,695 up to the
same date last season,” said Commis
sioner Parsons. "The number of bears
however, shipped up to Nov. 25, 1921,
was only eight, as compared with 25
shipped during the same period last
year.
“Noisy hunting conditions continued
until almost the last day of October
but the conditions were much better
during November. Until complete re
ports are received of game shipments
on all railroads as well as from the
more than 600 automobile inspectors
in the State, it will be impossible to
give an estimate of the amount of
game transported by residents and
non-residents, by express and by au
tomobile this season.
"For the convenience of hunters, all
town clerks and more than 100 ward
ens, express agents and other persons
were detailed to serve as automobile
inspectors all over the State. As can
be appreciated, this automobile system
has entailed a vast amount of detail
work for the department, but the re
quirements seemed necessary in view
of the fact that transportation of game
by automobile has increased greatly
during the past few years.
a a a a

"Owing largely to the extremely dry
season following the hatching period
partridges have been unusually nu
merous all over the State this year
and sportsmen have had no difficulty
in securing their quota. In view of
the unusual number of these birds re
ported, hunters and guides have been
specially cautioned to bear in mind
the new regulations of the partridge
law—those providing that not more
than 25 partridges can be killed by
one person. The amendment of the
Federal regulations was promulgated
with a view of putting an end to the
abuse of privileges under the regula
tions regarding the prescribed daily
bag limits of persons who claim that
birds were killed by guides employing
them.
"The Federal amendment materially
reduces the number of certain birds
which a sportsman and his guide can
kill or have in possession in one day
in Maine. Take woodcock, for in
stance.
Under the Maine law, the
‘party bag’ might be six each—the
sport six and the guide six in one day
Under the amended Federal law only
six woodcock in all could be killed by
the sport and his guide in one day, or
only three birds each.
“Ducks were never so plentiful with
in the recollection of many old hunters
in the Merrymeeting Bay region, the
great duck grounds of the East, as
they were at the beginning of the sea
son this year, and with the exception
of a few overenthusiastic hunters, who
the first daj- or so of the open season
began shooting before the hour per
mitted, the laws have been well ob
served.
"The various local fish and game
associations and clubs have contin
ued to co-operate with the department
to the fullest extent during the past
year, and I ain pleased to note that
during the past two weeks the organ
ization of two additional associations
have been reported, one in Penobscot
county and fhe other in Knox county
Among the special purposes of the
former association is co-operation with
State and national fish and game offi
cials.
"As showing the interest taken in
the protection of fish and game by
one of these associations, it may be
interesting to the public to know that
the entire membership of the game
enforcement committee of* that asso
ciation was, upon request of the offi
cers of the organization, clothed with
‘without pay wardens’ commissions'
by the commissioner. These men all
served without pay, apprehending vio
lators wherever they came across any
receiving pay in such cases in the form
of legal fees to which they are entitled
to be paid by the court out of tines
paid by the violators.
“I have devoted much time this year
to inspection and repair of fish-ways
and the installation of screens. Of the
larger screens provided by special ap
propriation at the last session of the
Legislature, that on the outlet of Ea
gle Lake, Aroostook county, has been
completed and is generally conceded
to be one of the finest fish screens in
New England.
“Work has already begun in the in
stallation of a screen, funds for which
were also provided by act of the last
Legislature, on the outlet of Grand
Lake in Washington county. The
screen at the outlet of Lake Cobbosscecontee has recently been repaired
in a most substantial manner.
"Increased complaints of dogs run
ning at large and annoying or destroy
ing much game have been received
at the office of the department. It i
a matter of regret to interested sports
men, as expressed by numerous letters
and in conversation with the commis
sioner, that the last Legislature failed
to enact some measure providing for
further restriction along the line of
dogs running at large than exists at
the present time. The fact that even
though a dog, which is permitted to
run at large and starts in to chase deer
of its own accord, is liable to be killed
by any one so finding it, does net ap
pear to cause many dog owners to
look closely after their dogs, and if
small game as well as deer are to re
ceive adequate protection some fur
ther restrictions must be enacted.
"In consequence of extreme drought
conditions which prevailed during the
past season, the supply of fish in many
of our brooks and streams has been
greatly reduced, but the department
hopes to offset this loss by increased
output from all of our hatcheries the
coming season. To this end 4,000,000
square-tailed trout eggs have been
purchased, to be propagated in our 1
hatcheries to replace the loss occa
sioned by the drought."

>
Happiness Is the proper goal of human effort
and health is indispensable to it—take Hood'
Sarsaparilla.—iidv,

The Secret of Good Health
Assist
Nature
back
to
normal
action

Take

When Nature requires assistance, she
will not be slow in conveying to you
an intimation of the fact. Decline of
energy, inability to sleep well, head
ache, biliousness, constipation, a gen
eral sluggishness of mind and body and
any sign of digestive “unrest” should
impel you to seek the aid of a reliable
medicine without delay. There is no
better—no surer—no safer—than this
proven remedy.

Beecham’s
Pills
10c—12 pill*.
25c—40 pills
50c—90 pills

Sold
everywhere
in boxes

MARTINSVILLE

RUBBER HEEL ROMANCES
i

Fred Hooper is at Knox Hospital
where he underwent an operation for
acute appendicitis. His many friends
wish for him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Jones were
calkd to Wiley's Corner on account of
the serious illness and subsequent
Hugh Allen of the Goodyear Tire death of Mr. Jones’ brother, Stephen.
and Kub*bcr Company has recently Funeral services were held Sunday,
written a story entitled "The Romance conducted by Rev. M. S. Howes.
The family of Willis Hooper left for
of the Rubber Heel.” An excerpt fol Thomaston Thursday where they will
lows:
make their home this winter. Their
going is very much regretted by the
A printer had sore feet.
He had to stand for long hours at community as they are a great help
his case, setting up type and then dis- ( in all of its affairs. Mrs. Hooper's
tributing it back again from the forms. ■ mother, Mrs. J. T. Rawley, will be
The floor became pretty hard after i with them.
five or six hours of this, so he got hold: Mrs. Maude Anthony was the week
of a rubber mat to stand on and put i end guest of her sister, Mrs. Rebecca
this in front of the case.
But the I Alley.
printer’s devil was full of mischief and j Mrs. Turner has closed her summer
would hide the mat during the noon-1 home and gone to her home in East
hour or before the printer in question • Boston.
came to work.
' Mrs. John Tracy of Tenant’s Har
So in order to fool the printer’s devil! bor is at Nelson Gardiner’s for the
the printer-with-the-sore-feet worked winter.
out a scheme which, according to the
The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs.
traditions of the industry, laid the M. J. Harris Thursday. The next
foundation for the whole business of meeting will be with Mrs. M. E,
rubber heels, now one of the consider Wheeler. Dec. 15.
able industries of the country running
Mrs. Rebecca Alley and daughter
Mrs. Minnie Morrison and son are
into millions of dollars.
For the printer took his rubber mat leaving for Rockland where they have
and cut out soles and heels from it. employment for the winter. We are
tacked them on to his shoes and thus sorry to have so many of our neigh
equipped, went about his work in bors go, but we wish them a happy
peace—in utter defiance of printer’s and a prosperous winter.
devils and quite oblivious of the fact
Mrs. Rosila Bachelder is at her son
that he was founding a new industry. Granville’s for the winter.
So much for the legend.
The business of making rubber heels
M. B. & C. O. Perry offer Pea Coal
now has world-wide connections and at 313.00 and Gas Coke at 812.00. deliv
systems of distribution, and skilled en ered within the city limits.
144
gineers and scientists have been at
work for several years in industrial
laboratories, working out compounds
of rubber that will meet the needs of HAD NEWS CF IMPORTANCE
the business most exactly.
As an example of the almost univer But Tompkins, Habitually Polite, Hesi
sal use of the rubber heel, conservative
tated to Address Anyone but
figures prepared by The Rubber Asso
the Head of the Firm.
ciation of America, show that one hun
dred and twenty-five million pairs of
Tomkins wns nt n nervous disposirubber heels were sold In this country tion : lie wns so.iewhat slow and hesl
during 1920. From the City of Brock
ton. Massachusetts, one of the great tating in time of emergency.
When lie entered nn office one day
shoe centers of the country, comes
the information that 84% of all the and found a m ranger there, instead of
shoes made there go out equipped with the man he wanted, he somewhat lost
rubber heels. In one day, recently, the himself.
Goodyear factory of Akron turned out
“Oh. I beg your pardon !” he began
203.138 pairs of rubber heels.—Boot and “but—bttt are you Mr. Brown, the
Shoe Recorder.
head of this firm?”
“No; I regret to say I'm not.”
Perry’s market offers Little Pig Pork
“I'm sorry, very sorry Indeed," went
Roast at 20c per pound, and Pork on Tomkins. “I had something I rath
Chops at 25e per pound. This is the er wanted to tell him. Do you think
lowest price for years.
144
he’ll be in soon?”
“I’m afraid not. Is there anything
I can do for you?”
“Er — yes. perhaps — er — perhaps
you'll do as well as Mr. Brown. May
|
or headache—rub fore
I ask your name?"
“Certainly." And the stranger gave
head, temples and back

’rinter With Sore Feet Dis
covers Expedient Which
Develops Into Big Industry.

NEURALGIA

of neck with Vicks. Melt

a little in a spoon and

inhale the vapors.

VICKS
w

VapoRub
Over 17 Million Jan Uted Yearly

It.

“Delighted to meet you," said Tom,
kins.
"And no-v what can I do for yon,
sir?" asked the new-found friend.
“Oh, it’s a very small matter—not
of the slightest consequence—er, that
Is, I come to tell the head of the firm
that the building is on fire!"—Loa
Angeles Times.

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
MIRNEN TtLUIOR »Vl. >U MAIN RTNEt

K.

8. 8IL8BY. 8urSaaa
■ MR■■
X-R1T Operator

U SOMMER ITBEET, 80GUAVB
TELEPHONE 1BS

COUNT THE BLESSINGS
OF SAVING
Saving strengthens character—
makes a person thrifty and pros
perous.
Look ahead and you’ll see how important
it is.
Remember to open an account with the
Rockland National Bank.
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Hie Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM OlllllilililB

Scratch Feed
Poultry Feed

Mash

Daddy’s
54 Evei\ii\$
fairy Tale

A Real Helper

By GENEVIEVE ULMAR

(©.

lL>20.

/AARY GRAHAM DONNER.

Western Newspaper Union.)

■i ■

cottmohi rr »nTiw nivwu LHiafc———•

She was a boon to the office. Aaron
Pike had found her so, although he
LUCY’S TONSILS.
did not tell her that, deeming It poor
business policy to show distinctive ap
Now, there were two tonsils and they
preciation as to any oue particular
had made their home in Lucy’s throat.
employee. He told his son Itawson,
Tonsils always make their homes In
however, all about her. He had just
throats. They do not care for other
graduated from college, and It was ar
kinds of homes.
ranged to soon .succeed to the man
They are all alike In that way.
agement of the business the elder
Now people are very different. Some
Pike had conducted for over twenty
people like to have their homes In
ears, with fair monetary success and
eounFry places. Others like to have
a record for Integrity and prestige of
their homes In big cities where there
which he was justly proud.
a’-e crowds anil crowds of people.
’This Miss Linda Dale is a new ac
Sttll others like to have their homes
cession to our working force,” ex
in seaside places, so they can be neigh
plained Mr. Pike, "and she has made
bors of dear old Mother Ocean.
friends with everybody about here,
But Tonsils like to make their homes
janitor and office boy Included."
in throats. And these twin Tonsils
What is her peculiar province, may were in Lucy’s throat.
I ask?” submitted the son, studying
One Tonsil was named Ton Tonsil
the young lady in question through the and the other was Tom Tonsil.
open office doorway.
“Hello, Ton,” said Tom, "are you
’Unaffected and steadfast pleasant up to mischief?”
ness on all occasions,” came the
"Indeed I am,” said Ton. “I’m caus
prompt reply. “She Is what you may ing trouble. How about you?”
call a ‘smiling through' girl. When
“Doing all I can think of and I’ve
she came here it was a dull place, with a good many pranks left to play, too,”
many little bickerings and jealousies. said Tom. “I tell you what we have
There was discontent and a lack of a loyal and faithful little friend In
linrmony. Miss Dale, put In charge of Susy Sore Throat. She's a mean one.
the help, simply began to coddle,
“She's a good playmate for us. She’s
cheer, comfort and coax the indiffer going to be with us today. Gracious
ent and dissatisfied girls. She planned me, It’s surprising how Susy does turn
a new kind of luncheon hour for all up, and half the time no one knows
hands.
She made herself familiar from where s}|e conies.
with the worries and troubles, home
"She's going to bring her little halfand office, of the others. She began brother along with her—you know—
a smiling system that soon did away Ronald Raw Throat. They're very fond
with wry faces. Just glance over the of being together.”
group and observe how scrupulously
”1 think we’ll have a fine party,”
neat and ladylike they all are, and said Ton Tonsil. “I feel puffed up
how with their cheerful faces they with excitement already.”
make It pleasant for an utter stranger
“So do I,” said Tom.
to enter the office.”
“I tell you Lucy's throat Is a fine
‘A'es, there is certainly a change home for us." said Ton.
“Yes," said Tom, “it's gorgeous. AVe
since I wa9 here six months ago,” ad
mitted Rawson. "Young, popular and, have had lots of room to grow big
I suppose, a happy home back of It all,
making the general environment of
Miss Dale ideal.”
’You never were more mistaken In
your life," replied Mr. Pike. “I looked
the girl up in a general way, and learn
ed quite the contrary. She has an
idle, dissolute father, and the entire
home care of two little children.
There Is no mother and they live very
poorly, for the father dissipates all
lie can get hold of. For all their own
narrowness of living sphere, however.
Miss Dale finds time to engage In com
munity welfare work In the vicinity !
of her home, A grand girl, Rawson,
and when you take charge here don't j
spoil her.”
‘Why should I? How can I?" chal
lenged Rawson, quite unconcernedly.
“Went to the Big Doctor."
He had been an Indulged son, and in
a measure it had made him selfish and with pride, and we have. We've grown
Indifferent as to any burdensome in big with Tonsil pride.
“They say it's not nice for Tonsils
terest In others.
His glance still
sought that attractive face in the next to grow so proud because they’ve noth
room, however, and if lie had con ing to be proud of—but gracious me,
fessed the trutlf Te would have ac that is just the point.
"Things that have no reason to be
knowledged thatJMlss DSIe was quite
puffed up and proud are usually the
charming and worthy of admiration.
Sooner than either father or son kind that are most conceited.
"And those creatures who are mod
had anticipated, Rawson Pike, was
compelled to assume his father’s place. est and not conceited are usually the
The latter became seriously ill and ones who can do things. A’ou’ll almost
It was necessary to send him to an always find it is that way.”
“That's the way it usually is," said
other climate. It was a bad time to
spare the old man. Business trou Ton. "Well, we mustn't talk any more.
bles had arisen and Rawson found We must get bigger and bigger and
himself burdened with complications Just let Lucy know we're making our
he had never dreamed of. The em selves quite nt home in her throat.
“In fact, site needn't think she has
ployees and the general public knew
that tills was the case and affairs were any rights to her own throat. AVe’re
not what they had been. There were the ones with rights."
“And don’t forget us,” said the little
some days of uneasiness and gloom,
but Linda like the true business wom Adenoid cousins. “Don't forget us."
“We won't.” said the Tonsil Twins.
an she was. sough* an interview with
the young man. She had been trusted “We won't forget you.”
by his father with a thorough knowl
Along theu cante Susy Sore Throat
edge of the business, and this proved and Ronald Raw Throat, and Carrie
a saving clause in a decidedly desper Cold cante. too, and so did Clarence
ate condition of affairs.
Cough. Oh, they all came and had a
“Mr. Pike," she said, “there Is less party In Lucy's throat.
call for being frightened or discour
Well, they liked the party so much
aged than for the use of grit, perse that they came again and again. Some
verance and cheerfulness. We must times they had little parties and some
not wear sad faces or allow competi times big parties.
tors to guess that we are In financial
One day, however, Lucy decided to
trouble. I have a schedule of our let her Tonsils know that they could
affairs all made out for your Inspec not make their home any longer In
tion, and I will work day and night her throat.
to carry out a plan to tide over the
So she went to the big doctor who
present crisis.”
had promised to take them out and
Rawson woke up. So clear, so prac who had told her that they would get
tical, so optimistic was Linda that the rid of those wretched little Twins.
situation now presented gave every
It wasn't pleasant to think of getting
encouragement for hope and finally rid of the Twins. They wouldn't come
weathering the storm. Linda had a out by a mere kind word. No, they
long talk with the employees. The tad to be cut out. Harsh ways had to
Inst one of them agreed to “smile their he used with them. But Lucy was
way through." and the Pike office pre brave—and she knew that once she got
sented to anxious creditors and sus rid of those wretches her throat would
picious business rivals the semblance never again be the place for the Ton
of a place where everything was go sil parties.
ing on prosperously. Linda’s knowl
So tlie big doctor took the Tonsil
edge and advice proved of inestimable Twins out and their Adenoid cousins
value to Rawson Pike. At times he along with them, and the Tonsils wept
could scarcely repress his admiration, red tears as they left Lucy, but they
gratitude and Increasing liking to said, each to the other:
wards her.
“It was all our fault for behaving as
“Victory,” he announced, coming In we did!”
to the office one day all aflame with
excitement and gladness, and he
From Baby's Lips.
waved triumphantly the last paid note
“Aunty,” salu five-year-old Tommy,
of a very large amount.
Then his “I’ll bet my pony can beat yon.”
eyes sought those of Linda longingly,
"Why, dear, what do you mean?”
tenderly.
nsked the astonished relative.
“You have saved us, Miss Dali," he
"I mean in a race,” replied the
snid. “Well and truly my father did youngster. “I heard papa sa.v that you
not overestimate you.”
could talk faster than a horse can
He was very near to her. She was trot."—Detroit News.
very dear to him. A fitting climax
presented. In the exuberance of his
Small Capital.
Joy he leaned over and kissed her.
"When I began business on my own
"Will you let that seal our engage account I had absolutely nothing ex
ment?” he asked.
cept my intelligence."
“Yes,” answered Linda Dale, sim
“Indeed, that was a small begin
ply and clearly.
ning!”

Every-Othcr-Day

How 25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
27 Head of Railroad Wharf
29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
33 Tillson Avenue
A yarn which may be branded as 34 Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
“pretty fair” comes out of the AVest, 15 Main Street. Corner North
remarks the Philadelphia Ledger.
6 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
A young man named Barker had 17 Main Street, Corner Park
taken his bicycle to make a Journey 18 Broad Street, Corner Grace
of several hundred miles to Inspect 42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadkray
some land. In the course of his trip 13 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
he crossed a large prairie field, bro 45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
ken near the middle by a high trans 16 Main Street at Rankin Block
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warran
verse ridge.
9 Camden and Front Streets
When he had climbed the ridge and 51 Head of Cedar Street
mounted his wheel to proceed he no >2 West Meadow Road
ticed what tlie rise of ground had ob 53 Camden Street near F. B. Church
scured—that the field was filled with
Texas cattle grazing in little bunches
of ten to fifty. Just as he started one
of the “long horns” caught sight of
him and tlie’bunch followed Its leader
All Popular Sheet
to Investigate. The young man nat
Music 25c
urally quickened his pace and the
cattle took after him.
Specials,
15c
The trail was straight and level,
leading to a big gate. The boy bent
STUDLEY’S
over his wheel and pedaled for his
MUSIC
DEPT.
life. He could hear the bellowing of
Headquarters for
ihe cattle and the pounding of their
Brunswick Phonographs
hoofs behind him, but he looked neith
and Records
er to right nor left. What should he
125-tf
do when he reached the gate?
No matter. AH his mind was fixed
upon the necessity of keeping ahead.
He neared the gate and It wns open.
He dashed through like a flash of
lightning, lost his pedals, struck a
rock and was pitched off and lay
senseless on the ground.
It had happened that the man who
owned the range was visiting It at
3 Auto Trucks for moving
that moment. He had seen the boy
and
long distance hauling of
race for life and had opened the gate
all
kinds.
to let him pass through. Then, with
two or three attendants, he rode In
We move you anywhere in
and headed off the herd.

Youth

Will

Long

Remember

Near He Was to Being Trampled
Under Hoofe ef Cattle.

MOVING

GOOD IDEA ALWAYS WELCOME
Incident Proves That Invention That
Ha* Merit Wilt Secure Ap
preciation at Any Time.

"A good thing’will always succeed.”
Charles M. Schwab was talking in
Loretto about the remarkable popular
ity of a new steel.
“Let me tell you," he went on, “a
story about a shovel. Just a hundred
years ago a number of men were dig
ging a line of railway between Bir
mingham and Manchester. The shovels
they were using had square-cornered
blades about fifteen Inches long.
‘The digging was hard and slow,
and one of the workmen suggested to
the boss that if he would grind off the
comers of the shovels they would cut
into the earth more easily and the
day's output would be bigger.
“The boss ridiculed the idea, but
the workman later on persuaded an
ironmonger in Sheffield to make him
a couple of dozen round-cornered
shovels as an experiment. These
shovels were submitted to tlie scoffing
boss for trial. The boss reported nt
the end of a week that his diggers
were all turning up 10 or 15 minutes
ahead of time in the morning so as
to get hold of one of tlie new round
shovels.
“The boss, the Ironmonger and the
workman-inventor patented the new
shovel between them and proceeded to
manufacture it in a small way. In a
few years they were all millionaires.'

Hay Presses
Write format alog |

Ice Tools etc

Kend alftWhitney

The Merchant
In

EorllaoiijMains’

I

Phyeical Training.

"I suppose,” said Cactus Joe to the
soda fountain tender, “you don’t ex
pect to keep at tlds business all your
life."
“No," replied tlie young man.
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE
"Well, take my advice and study
music. A11 the exercise you're geltln'
with hands and feet ought to make It
the Standstill Class
easy for you to learn to play the pipe
_______________
.

New England. You save
Crating, Time and Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tol. 219.

Union St, ROCKLAND
180-tf

Wessional&BgsiMssCiro
DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operator
OFFICE. IS Baeok Otltot ROCKLABB
OFFICe HOURS: Uattl I t.
i.-M to 3:00 aa< !*kl«l.
TELEPHONE 711
M-41

a
a

H. V. TWfcEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Hem: • ta 12 A. N.: I to I P M.
ReeW.iloe. 21 Fultee Street Tab 001*1.
Office leleaheae 493-W.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (atralihtoalaf ImM)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESB
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Slur Block............... Faot at Park RUM
HIM Haora: 0 to 12: I to 9.
TEL. MS-M.

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
iNm

Haara—Datil t a. a.; I hi; 7 Mlka
Talaahaaa 141-0

B-M

)rs. T. L. & Ruth McBeeth
Osteopathic Physicians

Childish Imagination.
N UNION STREET. ROOKLANO. MAINS
"It Is difficult to learn to know
HOURS: 9:00 A N. TO 4:00 P. Mchild nature, since it Is continually
VEHINOS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
in the act of becoming different," says
TELEPHONE 139
l-N
V. Rasmussen in his work on child
psychology. This remark applies to
DAVIS & STURM
the development in the first four
Chiropractors
years of child life. The author Is
Palmar School Graduates
emphatic in his opinion that little
children should, as far as possible, be 00 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, MAINS
allowed to follow their own way
Hours: 2 to 5 P. M Daily;
Don't distract their attention unnec '.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
1M-N
essarily, he says; rather come to their
aid when they are particularly nt
tracted to any one thing. Let them Di. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
develop their imagination In their own
Osteopathic Physician
kind of play.
kCHOOL 8TREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
It might be natural to think that
Heart 9:00 A. M. to 4:W P. M.
the child's imagination is most health
E»aain,i by AppolNtaiaBt
lly and powerfully developed If It Is
Ttlepkoat 323.
1-N
fed from an early age with tales of
wonder and fantastic adventure. But
this is a misunderstanding, says Mr. E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Rasmussen.
OMte: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON

S

ONaa Haora: I to

Road Construction in China.

I aak 7 to I P. M.

MMaaaa aattl I A. M. aad kF Ao
TELEPHONES: RaaMaaaa. 4I-4|

The central government of China Is
U-tf
evincing considerable interest in road
building, and the ministry of the In
terior, which has charge of highway
DR. J. C. HILL
projects in conjunction with provln
taaidanca end Office, 2M Main Street
clal officials, Is said to have prepared
Rockland, M»
a bill concerning highway develop Jffioe Hourei
ment for presentation to the new par 0 to 11 A. M.| 1 to 8 P. M.| I to • P. M.
liament, which is expected to meet In
IM-tf
Peking at an early date. Considerable
road construction Is being conducted
tn connection with the famine relief EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D3.
work whereby the recipients of relief
|
DENTIST
are enabled to render compensation
for the food furnished them and thus
contribute to the permanent better
ment of China's transportation facill 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
ties, which will tend to minimize such
catastrophes In the future.—Scientific
GEORGE W. FOSTER
American.
Splendid Aerial Record.

Edu Chaves, Brazilian aviator, re
cently flew from Rio Janeiro, Brazil, to
Buenos Aires. Argentina. In less than
five days. Flying a Curtiss Oriole with
K-6 motor, the pilot covered 1,735 miles
on ids route In 20 hours and 20 min
utes. Several previous aerial efforts
to link the two capitals had failed.
Heard en a Car.

“Does your husband give you all
the money you want to spend?”
"My goodness, no! Why, even
would not think of being that extrav
agant.”—Boston Transcript.

The Turn of the Tide.
The lowest ebb Is tlie turn of the
tide.—Longfellow.

ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM

CLOSE TO HORRIBLE DEATH

HIS PAPER Reache, the
PEOPLE OF PUR
CHASING POWER In
This Neighborhood More Effec
tively Than Any Other Medium
and No One Who Desires to Gair
Their Attention Can Afford te
Neglect Its Advertising Columns

T

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
hmsur U A. J. CrtklM A Ou.

I

’ MAIN AYRFFT • • • ftnCKLAMB. 0AIRV

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
*11 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. Mt.
—qffim. uu Umm. aat-w
*»-*

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Prebetc Mature
'» MAIN NTRFFT • • • RAftKI AMR. M»

A C MOORE
I

PIANO TUNER

With tba Maloa NmH 0
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Every-Other-Daf

PARK THEATRE

A FEW AUTO-SMILES

FRANCE BULWARK OF EUROPE

"The Four Horsemen” and Which Have Been Gathered Country Stands Alone Against a Still
Msnacing Germany, According to
By “Topics of the Day”
"The Affairs of Anatol’
Writer in Outlook.
From the World’s NewspaBig Pictures This Week.
I wish I could write cheerfully of
, pers.

50ME
5MILE5

z Page Five
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Stundard Time

Trains Leavi Rockland for
nugusta, A57.00a. m.. 17.30 a. tn . ft.lap in.
llangor. A57.00 a. tn . t7.30 a in . 11.15 p tn
Bath. A57.OO a. nt., (7.30 a. in . tl.43 P mJ

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.

AS5.30p m.

Boston . A57.OO a. m., (7.30a. in., tl. lop tn.
Brunswick. A57.OOa. in.. (7.30 a. nt., tl.17 p. in
Lewiston. A5700a.in.. (7.30 a m., ft 43p.m.
New York, tl.43p.tn.
Poitland. A 57.00 a. n . (7.30 a m . tl t3p tn
Waterville. A{7 00a.m. t7 30 a m. tt lap in.
Woolwich. {7.00 a. m.. (7.30 a. ttt . tl. l-t p. nt..1
{1.30 p. til.
„
t Daily, except Sunday.
{ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own (erriagc between Wool
wich and Bath.

Europe. I have spent nearly three
Two of the season's greatest pictures
Motorists have the right way of en months digging under the surface 16
are being shown at Park Theatre this
APPLES
SHIP US
joying life even if they have not the hours a day In England, France, Bel
week. First is “The Four Horsemen
right of way on highways. You know gium, Germany, Italy, Austria and
of the Apocalypse," which had its in
Hungary, uncovering the cost of liv
nothing but
itial showing yesterday, and which that something humorous is always ing, wages, taxes, governmental ex
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
delighted big crowds. It is repeated sure t0
aa >ou »ile UP the penditures, Incomes, debts and gold re
9-23-21 V. I'. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.
SPECIALTY
APPLES
today and tomorrow, and no bona tide mileage. Such auto laughs, from the serves; and I have noted the agricul
movje fan will miss it, if it is possible world press always bring forth laugh tural equipment and activity, the po
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Latter-Day Pugilism.
ter in “Topics of the Day" Films, the litical sanity and otherwise, the hon
to get there.
“
I
understand
the
young
pugilist
re

esty
of
peoples
and
their
intelligence.
reels
that
furnish
clean
fun
at
high
Readers of the novel will recall that
BANGOR LINE
the story opens on the Argentine speed. Now, fellow reader, we are all And I am coming home to America jected an offer of $25,000 for 40 min
WINTER SCHEDULE
utes
’
work.
”
with
a
heavy
heart.
ranch of the old Madariaga, whose ter ready to drive home a few laughs from
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
“With extreme hauteur, too. He in
20 North Side Fsneuil Hall Market
I criticize every country In Europe,
ritories are as extensive as those of
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
gasoline
paths.
the great independent barons of
aa I do my own beloved land. I ex formed the fight promoter that his ho
“In the Heart of the Market”
6 p m., for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fri
feudal times. A rioting, roystering
Social Aida
cuse only France, W. 0. Gregg writes tel bill last year amounted to that
days at 5 p. m.
despot, he is filled with Castilian
much and a person of his prominence
Leave Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
“Do you always drive in your auto in the Outlook.
pride of family and yearns for a male alone?"
at 3 a. nv, Camden 3.43 a in , Belfast 7 13
From the first gun in 1914 to the couldn't think of working for Ills room
a. in , Bucksport
a in., Winterport 3.30 a.
child to carry on his tradition. His
“Oh, no: I usually run across some present moment France has been the, and board.”
, due Bangor 10 a. m.
two daughters have married ranch
PALACE CAR OF “RAILLESS” in Leave
Bangor Mondays and Thursdays at
body before I have gone far.”— object of attack by the central powers.
employees—one French and the other
11 a. ni . Winterport li 15 a. m, Bucksport
Genius in the Films.
Anti-French intrigue is as active today
12 30 p. m., Belfast 2 p ni, Camden 3 p. m.,
Oerman. Madariaga's Latin antipathy Cleveland News.
Buffalo
Man
’
s
Design
for
a
Touring
By
Elmo
Rockland
6 p. m , due Ruston following morn
“I know you for a writer of genius.
aa ever. Each move, each hope of the
to the German son-in-law brings with
Prieely Pat Name
Trailer Is Elaborate and
ing about 7 a. in.
We
must
hare
more
such
In
the
central
powers
hangs
on
crippling
It a dislike of his half-German
"Guess I’ll have to stop calling my
Great Scouts Watson
Double-Decked.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL
grandchildren, but when a son is born wife ‘Toots’.”
France. France bears the brunt of movies.”
to the Frenchman, Desnoyers, the old
LINES
“
I
thank
you.
”
guaranteeing European order, and la
“Why so?”
The Independent trailer, or the com
man finds his dream realised. The
BAR HARBOR LINE
“Now I have 90 feet of a fireman's
©, Western Newspaper Union.
“It always reminds her that she recompensed by a world of suspicion
pletely self-contained traveling home,
boy, Julio, is selected as heir to the wants an automobile."—Boston Tran or hatred. She does not deserve criti parade, 150 feet of bathing girls at
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 3 a. ni for
SCOUT CALLED “TAM E-YUKH- truck ehasls — which? asks Popular Bap Harbor and way landings. Return—Leave
huge estate and is brought up as a
cism from her former associates; she Long Beach and 300 feet of the Halescript.
Bdr Harbor Thursdays at 8 a. in. for Rock
spoiled prince of the realm. As a
TAH” (CUT-OFF LEG)
Mechanics Magazine, and continues: land and way landings
does need their advice and their firm Yard vard game. Kin you write me a
yotfng man Julio becomes the com
With License (?)
This question is agitating the minds
BLUE HILL LINE
story of geuius around them?”—Film
support in her plan to settle the war.
panion of Madariaga’s debauched ad
Amos Chapman was a scout for of hundreds of motorists who have
Charged with stealing a motor car,
eave Rockland Saturdays at 3 a m. for
What would happen if France were Fun.
ventures in Buenos Ayres tanf4 re an Irishman is reported to have
Gen. Nelson A. Miles in the war with felt the lures of spring and the open Blue Hill and way landings. Return Leave
Blue HUI Mondays at 8 a. m. for Rockland
sorts. But Madariaga dies suddenly blamed a policeman. He asked the to economize by disbanding the bulk of
the southern plains tribes In '1874. rond leading away into" the mysteries anti way landings.
without making a will and the Ger way to Streatham, and the officer said: her army? Germany would change her
Human* Depravity.
At Boston, connection is made via the Met
One day, with Billy Dixon (“Hasta"—
man branch of the family finds itself Take the car at the end of the road." tone immediately. Not one mark more
“I seen you with my own eyes,” Long Hair) aud four soldiers lie was , of tomorrow. Elaborate outfits, built ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
directly
on
the
chassis,
there
are
New
York and points south and west.
sharing the estate equally with the
would she pay and her own army said Three Finger Sam. “You were carrying dispatches from Miles’ camp
And he did.—Punch (London.)
many, but it has remained for a citi F 8 SHERMAN, Supt, Rockland; R. 8.
Desnoyers. With this sudden wealth,
would
rapidly
take
form.
In
one
year
dealin'
off
the
bottom
of
the
deck.
”
SHERMAN, Agent, Rockland.
• Noisy Muffler
on McClelland creek tn Texas to Camp zen of Buffalo, N. Y., to design and
the two families leave the Argentine
she would again be the principal mili
“Well,”
Inquired
Piute
Pete,
Supply, Indian Territory, when they build a touring trailer which Is liter
for Europe.
'That tire bursting made a terrific
tary power of Europe, with greater re “what’re you goin’ to do about It?”
The Desnoyers settle in Paris and explosion.”
were surrounded by a war party of ally a palace car of the highways. A
“I’m undecided whether to denounce
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Julio, an expert tango dancer, becomes
Yes; but it didn't last long enough. sources than any two other nations.
125 Comnianches and Kiowas.
double-decking arrangement provides
There
would
then
be
no
doubt
as
to
you
to
the
Crimson
Gulch
public,
or
the sensation of the fashionable dance Tires should be made so that when
At the first fire from the Indians Pri ample space for four full-size single
Steamboat Co.
change the game to bridge and choose
places. He meets a fascinating little they burst the noise will last long who won the war.
vate Smith fell from his horse. His berths—not hunks—each with its com
society woman. Marguerite Laurier, enough to drown my husband’s re
you for a partner.”
companions, believing him dead, dis fortable specially made tent which,
The direct route between
and the two of them are swept into a marks.”—Topics of the Day Films.
DELAYED BIG SHIP’S SAILING
mounted, abandoned their horses, and fastening to the side of the main ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
reckless love affair that take's no count
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT AND
Mismanaged Fame.
Sort of S. 0. 8.
ran to a buffalo wallow, a depression body, extends outwnrd several feet,
of Marguerite’s elderly husband. Their
SWAN’S ISLAND
“Did Bacon write the Shakespeare
“What sort of a time is your friend Liner Aquitanla Stayed at Her Dock
In the ground about 100 yards away. forming another large room. A num
butterfly mentalities do not even re
•plays?
”
Until Lost Youngster Had
spond at first to the sudden shock of having on his motor tour?”
The two scouts worked swiftly with ' ber of electric lamps light the spa
Winter Arrangement
"I don't know," replied Mr. Storm“Great! I’ve had only two letters
Been Discovered.
war that breaks about them. It is
their knives deepening the wallow cious outfit Inside and out, and are
(Subject to change without notice)
Ington Barnes. “Whoever wrote 'em
1*14 and the Germans are advancing from him—one from a police station
while the three soldiers kept tip a hot ' so connected that the outside lights
towards Paris. Marguerite is first and the other from a hospital.—Sydney
Her whistle had groaned several showed carelessness in not employing fire against the savages, who were rid- 1 may be turned nn by switches at the IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M1921MONDAY. OCT. 3I3T,
awakened to the realization of tre (Australia) Bulletin.
a
press
agent
to
look
after
his
per

warnings and the mess call gong had
Ing at full speed in a fast-narrowing head of each berth. A locker, extend
Leaves Swan’s Islard dally except Sundays
mendous events. She Joins the French
Aut-rageous
been sounded up and down the com sonal interests."
circle around them.
ing across the front of the body, con at 5.30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
nursing force and sacrifices her love
Vinalhaven
and Rockland.
panionway
to
drive
several
hundred
“It’s got so these days that a man
Suddenly Chapman noticed Private tains a 30-gallon water tank, provision
for Julio In order to be the constant
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M., for
Small Profit
persons
ashore.
Tlie
gangplank
of
tlie
can
hardly
wed
unless
he
can
show
the
Smith
trying
to
rise.
“
Boys,
keep
bins,
refrigerator,
one
kerosene
and
companion of her husband, who is
Vinalhaven, N)rth Haven, Stonington, and
The situation has reached an acute
Aquitanla was about to be drawn upon
blinded in battle. Julio, left without girl two licenses.”
these Infernal redskins off me and I'll | two wood-burning stoves, axes, shov Swan's Island.
W S WHITE,
“
Two
licenses?"
stage.
the
pier
as
a
woman
rushed
up
it
cry

the stimulation of frivolous at
run hack aud get Smith," he said to els and a bicycle. Water Is heated In
General Manager
“Yes, marriage and automobile."— ing:
“You forget, John Henry,” she said,
tractions hears the call of duty and
smnll
quantities
and
stored
in
a
his
companions.
He
laid
down
his
'
“that we must profit by our mistakes.'
"My baby! I’ve lost my baby!”
enlists in the French army, where he New Haven Register.
STEAMER CASTINE
Title, sprang from the wallow, and un- 1 smaller tank In the lavatory. Fold
“The only man who profited by our
meets death at the hands of his Ger
Aftsr Business
Pier guards elicited from her that
der a hail of Indian bullets ran to ing chairs, tables, cots, suitcases and
will
resume
Winter Service on the
man cousin when the two face each
“You run your car very fast through she had gone on board the ship with mistakes was the clergyman who mar where Smith lay. Throwing himself tent stow away tn a generous space Carr.den, West Islesboro and Belfast
other in/ a trench raid.
the streets," said the friend to the her child to say good-by to relatives ried us,” snapped John lleury.—Lon beside the wounded man, tlie scout under the body floor. Iiesplte the
line
Cecil B. DeMIlle, perhaps the fore doctor.
and when she went back on the pier don Tit-Bits.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
pulled Smith on his back and rose. spaciousness of the outfit It is no
most motion picture producer In
"Yes,” he replied, "I’m always in a
As he staggered back towards the wal longer or wider than the uverage tour and will run ns follows, wind and
the country, if not the world, dis hurry, and besides when things are she thought the tot had toddled down
weather permitting:
played his genius at its best in his dull. I often pick up one or two cases the gangplank after her. The child
low, 15 Indians rode for him at full ing car.
Leave Camden at 8 o’clock a. m or on
had been swallowed in the excitement
latest Paramount picture, "The Affairs on the way."—London Ideas.
arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
speed.
on the ship's deck, however.
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. m , arriving Belfast
of Anatol," which comes Thursday and
Dixon and his comrades opened up AS MISS ALICE EXPLAINED IT 10.10 a. in
Can’t Blame Him
A search for the missing child was
Friday.
From every standpointReturn ing--Leave Belfast 1 30 p m for
with
a
fiercer
fire
to
protect
Chap

“When the new curate tried to star! Instituted while the liner wns held.
investiture, in all-star cast, sumpt
above landings, arriving Camden at 3 45 p m,
man in his dash for safety. When he Oklahoma Congresswoman Cited In
Thli boat makes connection nt Belfast with
uousness of settings, brilliance of di- his car he choked the engine three Mother and volunteer searchers went
noon train for Bangor, also with Steamer Goldwns only 20 yards from the wallow an
dian Custom Concerning Proper
rectoral execution, richness of cos times in succession."
from deck to deck. Up on tlie liner’s
•nrod for Castine and West Brookeville and
Indian rode almost on top of III n and
tumes, quality of story and general
Order of Precedence.
“Did he make any remarks appro bridge Capt. Sir James Charles paced
stage.) for Searsport and all other towns out
side of Belfast.
artistry, this picture marks a distinct priate to the occasion?"
fired, Tlie scout fell, but since lie
back and forth Impatiently.
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 23
epoch in screen production of the de
did not feel any pain, he believed he
No, he didn’t, but he didn't have
Not long ago the congressional dele :o Belfast.
Fifteen minutes elapsed. Tlie sob of
cade. The story, written by Jeanie exactly the same kind of expression on
had
only
stepped
into
a
hole.
gation
from
Oklahoma
went
to
pay
Its
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Machpherson, and suggested by the his face as when he says, ‘Let us a small choked voice was heard in a
“Amos, you are badly hurt!" ex respects to President Harding, the
stateroom.
There
one
of
the
volunteer
famous play by Arthur Schnltzler, pray.’ ”—The Pathfinder.
T.H.
claimed Dixon as Chapman dropped Philadelphia Ledger states.
stewardesses, an English nurse, was en
deals with an impressionable young
HAD TO FOLLOW
beside him.
When it entered the chief execu
man of wealth who finds time to in
deavoring to comfort a little slip of a
“I wonder where that candidate
“No, I am not,” declared the scout tive’s office the men came first and
terest himself in the alfairs of others
girl who was too frightened to speak.
ROCKPORT
BY SEA
etande?”
„
and who learns by practical experi
"Look nt your leg,” replied “Hasta,” Miss Alice Itobertson, tlie congressTwoSailingR Weekly
The mother was called and she picked
ToctuU 'S and Saturdays, 31*. M.
“Doesn’t eeem to stand anywhere.
ence that it pays best to attend to one’s
woman,
brought
up
the
rear.
and
when
Chapman
looked
he
saw
Joshua N. Tibbetts of Wlnnegance ap the child and hurried to the pier.
Keeps running around In circlet.”
Boston to Savannah
•wn affairs and let others do the same
"This Is a fine how-do-you-do," said
that one leg was shot off just above
has been in town for two weeks on a Then the giant liner sailed away.—
First Class Passenger Fares, Boston
—adv.'
the ankle. He had been walking on Mr. Harding. “What's tlie l{lea of all
New York World.
gunning trip.
s.,L’..k w°.n; $36.65
$67.24
Transferred.
the bone and dragging the foot be you men preceding your distinguished
B. K. Ware of Washington was a
He pressed the maiden's ruby lips.
To St. Petersburg
To Jacksonville
woman
associate?
”
hind
him,
but
in
the
excitement
of
the
guest
at
Arthur
K.
Walker
’
s
recently.
Mistaken
Identity.
Bat he was soon to find
CUSHING
$42.82
$51.28
But Miss Robertson came to the
Mrs. Eliza Jones left Saturday for
moment he did not know it. His
That when she took her lips away
A certain prominent engineer of In
The ruby stayed behind.
rescue with her explanation. The
Medford, Mass., where she will spend dianapolis decided to replenish his
friends
amputated
the
foot,
bound
up
$78.33
$95.25
Trip
Mrs. Fred Maloney. Sr., has been several weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
'lnp
the wounds, held out against the as men went first In submission to hef
wardrobe, so he walked Into a leading
Including meals and stateroom
confined to her home the past week by J. A. Russ.
accommodations
Gyped for Each One.
will,': she said. It was a custom pe
saults
of
the
Indians
until
they
were
clothing
store,
approached
a
smiling
illness.
War Tax
additional
The Twentieth Century Club was
“Any uplift movements going or Id rescued by a company of soldiers. culiar to Oklaliotnn, a holdover from
Willard Hall has gone to Boston, delightfully entertained Friday after gentleman in shirtsleeves and inquired
this
town
Just
now?
”
the
old
Indian
days.
When
Indian
Their brave defense won special men
called there by the fatal injuries of his noon at the home of Mrs. Josephine of him: “Where are your collars?”
‘‘You’ll have to ask Mr. Grabcoin tion In General Miles' dispatches, and men mid women entered any building
father-in-law, Mr. Whittaker, who is Wooster on Union stret. A delicious The smiling gentleman ceased smiling,
in the Waltham hospital suffering from picnic supper was served at 6 o’clock. and pointing In the general direction about that.”
Chapman wns given a medal of honor tlie men went first and tlie women
Pier 42,Hootsc Tunnel Docks, Boston
a broken leg and bad cuts on the head The menu consisted of fruit salad, of his neck, said: "Mine's here;
“Why so?’’
for Ills heroic act. Ever since that followed. It was not that the men
Tu Th 126tf
caused by a falling limb from a tree, hot rolls, cake, after a lecture by Rev. where’s yours?”
“By consulting the stubs In his fight the Indians have called him were given precedence. Quite the
during the recent ice storm experl Walter S. Rounds of Rockland was en
“Tnm-e-yukh-tnh" or “The Man with contrary. Tlie Indian woman fur
First gentleman grows angry and checkbook he can name them all.”
enced there. It is also feared that in joyed. subject, ’’Thq Vagabond Poet." yells: “Now, don't you give me any
nished Hie will that guided tlie move
the Cut-Off Leg.”
ternal injuries may have been sus Mr. Rounds gave a most interesting
ments of such parties. When cattle
No Sale.
smart talk. 1 came in here to buy
tained. Mr. Whittaker is a Baptist and intimate history of the poet.
are driven down tlie road by cowboys,
The Salesman—A nice birthday
a
collar,
and
if
you
get
smart
I'll
go
OF COURSE.
pastor and preached at the Union and Vachel Lindsay, and read several se
they go first, not as a matter of pre
Player
gift for your husband, eh? How
some
place
else.
”
Baptist churches during his visit with lections from his poems. The meeting
Daughter sends cedence, hut because of a stronger
The second gentleman, also angry, would this safety bill-fold suit? Im
Piano Rolls
his daughter, Mrs. Hall, while here was largely attended. The club will
will behind which Impels them.
you a thousand
be entertained next Friday afternoon replies: “Go ahead, I don't care, I possible to open without the key.
last summer.
kisses and wants
Mrs. Justwed—Why, I think that
Mrs. Ruth Maloney is suffering from by Mrs. Cora Wentworth and Mrs. came In here to buy something; I am
a hundred In re
Protecting National Forests.
Mary St. Clair at their home on not a clerk."
First gentleman: would be perfectly horrid.
an attack with her side.
REDUCED
turn.
Lightning often strikes more than
• Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer and The- Limerock street.
“Thought you were a clerk, you look
A hundred
once
—
even
frequently
—
In
the
same
Mrs.
Bert
Whitney
and
children
dessa Witherspoon have been confined
Inexperienced.
like one.”
kisses T
place or vicinity and experts of the
to their homes for a week with ton- Celia and Lawrence, who were guests
“Boys have a lot to learn.”
Don’t be ab
EVERYTHING
at
O.
A.
Wellman's
last
week,
have
United StateR Agricultural department
silitis.
“
I
don't
get
you.
”
Fire Detector.
surd, John.
A
V. F. STUDLEY
arc
considering
the
possibility
of
map

Mrs Frank Crute went to Pleasant returned to their home in Appleton.
hundred dollars,
“I was just thinking about that
There has recently been introduced
Headquarters for
Thursday, Dec. 8, is the date of the
Point to call on her sister. Mrs. Riley
ping the lightning zones In the na'lonof course.
Brunswick Phonographs
a compact fire detector which may be little chap of mine. He still talk
Davis Sunday. Mrs. Crute is con Methodist fair and supper which is to
and Records
nl
forests,
and
for
such
zones
provid

to be held by the Ladies' Aid and the Installed anywhere in conjunction back to his mother, and I gave up
125tf
valescing from her recent illness.
ing
fire
lines,
regulating
grazing,
and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney are untiring efforts which are being put with a simple electric bell and a few that method years ago."
cleaning
out
of
dead
trees
with
fireALL OVER.
moving their household goods to the forth by the efficient committee and dry cells. The device is a highly
protective measures. It Is believed
Tax on Credulity.
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hart, members of the society assure its sensitive automatic fire detector which
The
groom was
thut the mapping would show these
success.
quickly
acts
when
the
temperature
“The Jlbways must be a remarkable
where they are to reside this winter.
generous,
zones closely related to certnin types JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
At
the
meeting
of
the
Relief
Corps
rises above the ordinary. It is ad couple.”
Stanley Miller is at work for Mr,
very.
last Friday evening the following of
of topography and more or less locnland Mrs. C. C. Pettit.
justable,
can
be
tested,
la
so
simple
“
In
what
respect
T
’
Upon
his
wed

COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
ficers were elected for the year ensu
Ized sections of many forests. The
Waldo Page and Mrs. Mary Freathey ing: President, Mrs. Annie Clark: that It cannot get out of order, and
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
ding
trip.
“She had most of the money when
Importance
of
the
matter
Is
shown
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
are boarding at L. B. Ulmer's.
He
took
her
to
the
senior vice president. Mrs. Nettie can be installed by anyone. The de they married, but I understand she
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO ENby the fact tlint lightning causes 30
Miss Bertha Maloney was at home Lane; . junior vice president, Mrs. tector may be installed In the cellar never reminds him of It."
ferry,
LARGING.
per cent of the national forest fires,
from Wldoboro a few days last week Jennie Daucctt; chaplain, Mrs. Ca- of the private house, the attic, the
And gave his
and In the very unusual season of 170 Main St.. Rockland. Ms.
She returned to her boarding place, cilda Cain; treasurer, Mrs. Annie kitchen and elsewhere, either in single
bride the slip.
At It Seemed to an Expert.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PiJG.
'•■here she is helping care for a sick Louise Small; conductor, Mrs. Dot
1920 set over half of the 5,078 fires.
or multiple arrangement, so as to
Mrs. Groot—What did you think
lady, during her vacation. She has Lane: guard, Mrs. Daisy Davis: first
been elected to teach the winter term delegate, Mrs. Daisy Davis: second give warning of fire at the moment when you woke up and saw the bur
She Didn’t Forget.
such fire breaks out. Again, it may be glar going through your husband
in the same school.
delegate. Mrs. Annie Louise Small:
A few years ago a Hoosier news
A MEAN QUES
Installed
In
the
office,
shop,
factory
or
Mrs. Olive Rivers was in Thomaston third delegate, Mrs. Nelie Wilkins:
clothes?
paper inn n a<hle<l to the stuff of his
TION.
last week.
Mrs. Loote—It struck me that he
first alternate, Mrs. Vellle Simmons: store.—Scientific American.
paper a young woman who see>med to
"Charlie," Miss Mildred Geyer’s pet second alternate, Mrs. Dot Lane;
was very amateurish about it.
I have been to have great promise In feuture work
A Little Patriot
cat, has been restored to his owner. third alternate. Mrs. Maggie Carey.
consult a beauty He wrote a little skit about her which
He is now sleeping quietly by the fire Next Friday evening at the G. A. R.
The other day a parade headed by
Trouble Averted.
doctor about my rend: “Every one who rends her work
side, eating his food from a nursing hall “The Wedding of John Frederick old soldiers was passing a Terre
“Sir Isaac discovered the law ol
complexion.
will feel sure that she has started on
IEGULATI0N PIZE WITH NAME
bottle, after having been a wanderer Snookum and the Widow Susanna Haute (Ind.) schoolhouse. The primary
Does he hold a successful career as nn author.” But
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
for several months.
Googins” will be repeated. There will teachers started to march their little gravitation.”
“Yes,” commented Senator Sorghum
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
someone in the composing room made
Our sleighing was of short dura also be extra numbers on the program pupils out to see It All kept in line
out any hope.
‘‘He was lucky all the enforcement
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
tion.
It “amateur" Instead of author.
Including selections by the Jubilee
except one little fellow who dashed facilities were provided for in ad
Singers. The members of the Corps are
Of course, lie was profuse In his
T’
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
asked to come in antiquarian or Into the cloakroom after something. vauce."
apologies, and the girl seemed to he
MONHEGAN
comic costume. This will be a public Ills teacher started after him to bring
For Pound size
pacified.
But
he
knows
now
she
didn't
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entertainment and will undoubtedly hint back Into line.
Postage (5 cents additional
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forget, for the other day he received
But he Insisted on going ints ths
be well attended.
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”
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“How old are you, Buddy?”
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“That young man seems to have
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Stanley were in Rockland Saturday
“Six years.”
Cross.
street and Fifth avenue, New York. 1
with lobsters.
“And what are you thinking of b» made n hit with your parents."
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Walmsley and
“Yes, I Judge he has. Ma's Invest!
“Since we got the new street beacons, I
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Stevens went daughter Eleanor, who have been
coming?”
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to Portland Thursday enroute for guests of Mrs. Walmsley's mother,
gating his family tree and pa's look
yqu know, It’s our Job to hold bark .
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people until the flow of vehicles Is ,
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THOMASTON
In view of providing dinner for a
number of worthy poor of the Parish
the local Methodist Episcopal church
11 receive gifts of money or any gift
suitable for a Christmas dinner basket.
The gifts may be left with Lev I Seavey, O. A. Moore or Rev. D. 1*. Pelley.

E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
THOMASTON, MAINE

IN AND ABOUT THE CITY

USEFUL SERVANT OF MANKIND

Mere gush too frequently masquer
ades as eiuhtisjasin.

Hard to Say What the World Would
Do If Deprived of Carbonic
Acid Gas.

144-5-6

All our Customers tell us that we are showing a
better line of Xmas Goods. at popular prices
than they have seen elsewhere.

When money talks eveu the deaf
throw away their ear trumpets.

The American constitution Is now

Every-Other-Daf

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
HITS
WHICH

DESE

HAHI>
IN DE

T’

SAY

WUS' FIX’

T/MES--J>E MAN

WHUTS GOT SUMPN T'
SELL , ER I>E
MAM

EVERYBODYS COLOUR
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 2.T cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each for
one time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
line.

In a fair wn.v to become saturated with
Lost and Found.
carbonic acid gas. Reference is not
The ladies of tli% Baptist Circle will
made to the document signed by the
LOST Small pMttMbook, containing -Hearty
WHUTS dOT T' BUY IT.1
Leave at THIS OFFICE.
144*148
hold a Christmas Sale and Baked
forefnthers, but to the constitution
XMAS DECORATIONS
XMAS STATIONERY
LOST Silver mesh bag containing money,
Fresh Ham Supper at the vestry Dec.
-J
that gets run down every spring nml
XMAS TOYS
XMAS DOLLS
between A A I*. Store at the brook and W. o
14th.
143-147
The fact that one-half the world tins to he perked up witli cod liver oil.
Hewett's. Reward. MANAGER, F. W WoolXMAS GAMES
XMAS BOOKS
is short is what enables the oilier Well, it won’t be as bail as It sounds.
worth Co.
144*146
XMAS CHINA
XMAS BOXES
half
get along.
LOST SPECTACLES, white metal bows.
Cnrlioule acid gas is quite harmless.
CAMDEN
black case
Palmer A- Son printed outside.
XMAS CARDS
TISSUE PAPER
It’s mode from cuke, and it Is prob
Reward. Leave with Courier-Gazette, or ad
Even
in
the
busy
marts
of
trade
XMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
The Ladles* Aid of the M. E. church
ably the most versatile servant that
dress F. S. PHILBRICK Box 403 City.
r 141*11
it is always easier to butt experience mankind has. It's like those medi
Will hold a Christmas sale Wednesday
Be
sure
and
visit
the
BIG
XMAS
STORE
during
your
busy
FOUND—Picked up adrift in Rockland hsu
afternoon at 2 o’clock. A meat supper
than to sell It.
cines
that
the
almanacs
say
are
good
___________________ days of Shopping
hor. 12-toot dory. Telephone 76-J, BERNARD
will be served at 6 o’clock, tickets for
for everything. It can put a kick III
KALER.
144*146
the same at 50 cents.
Ton can’t always judge a man your Ice-cream soda, or your lemon |
FOUND—On Main Street. Sunday morning,
The Congregational Ladles’ Circle
properly eveu when he gets to the top. phosphate. It’s in nil fine extinguishers:
gold bracelet. Owner can have same by provwill meet in the chapel Wednesday af
ng property and paying for this adv.
141
Froth has the same habit.
It's used to harden steel. It’s used in
ternoon. The regularly monthly mis
LOST—Rabbit hound pup, black, white abd
making
sugar,
to
remove
the
lime
from
sionary meeting will be held the same
tan. Name "Major’’ on collar. Reward DR.
There would be more honest men In the juice of the enne. It's a refrigerat
PERLEY DAMON, Rockland.
138-144
day.
the world If It wasn’t such a elneh to ing agent and also is used in making
The officers of the Ladies of the O. A
It. were elected at the meeting on Fri
separate a fool and his money.
bicarbonate of soda, the substance one
Wanted
day evening: President, JIrs. Annie
takes for heartburn. And it forms one ,
COLONIAL Rife
Bowden: Senior Vice-President, Mrs.
WA
NT
EO
—
Waitress
Genius scorns mere bodily adorn of the eldef curative ngenls used In
144tf
AVRANT
ltora Achorn; Junior VicePrcsident,
ment.
When a woman says she the baths at such resorts as Neaheltn
WANTBO— Live agents to handle city traoo
Mrs. Florence Dailey; Chaplain, Mrs.
: : SHOP AT : : :
doesn't care how she looks she is either In Europe and Saratoga in tins coun
for the genuine Watkins Products A real op
Helen Colcord: Treasurer, Mrs. Marportunity. Write today for free sample ami
artistic or a liar.
try.
Caret Conant: Conductor, Mrs. Abbie
particulars
.1. R. WATKINS CO, Dept. 7i,
Manufacturers of carbonic gas In
Ileal; Guard. Mrs. Bertie Heal.
ew York. N. Y.
144*147
CeeyrW. 1921 by McClure New»paper Syndicate.
"Pride goeth before n fall,” quoted this country report that they have
The annual election of officers for
-WANTED-r-Women wishing to earti Christ
the good deaeoa. "That's right,” agreed doubted their output in the last year
mas money, an opportunity is open in every
Meguntieook Grange, will be held
locality to secure good returns for- regular or
Wednesday evening.
the tinregenerate backslider. "Even because of the increased demand for RABBIT’S INSTINCT AT FAULT spai#
time work handling an article which rc WARREN, MAINE
Miss Harriet Gill has returned from
Lhe bandmaster sometimes puts ou carbonated beverages, or “soft drinks." :
•elves every woman’s attention
ROGERS Ac
a visit with her sister, Mrs. G. F.
'ALMKR, 671 Congress Street. Portland,
At present, In round nunihers, carbonic , Probab|y Wou|d Have Died
Trap Maine
more airs than he euu play.”
'
144-146
Blood, Roslindale, Mass.
Wonderful display of Xmas Handkerchiefs,
nc,d gas enters Into 375,000,000 gal- j
From Which It Might Have
Mrs. Guy Ware and children Dorothy
WANTED—MEN for firemen, brakeinen. beMuggins—“A man never realizes Ions of beverages in the United States.
inners $136. later $230, experience unneces
Escaped With Ease.
and Edward have returned to their
Toys, Stationery, Fancy Dishes, Cut Glass,
sary (which position?)
Write RAILWAY,
how insignificant he is till he gazes Figuring on sixteen drinks from a
homo in Waltham. Mass., after several
are Courier-Gazette.
143*148
upon such wonders as Ningarn falls gallon, you have 0,000,000.000 soft
months’<visit with her parents.
I
have
seen
n
bird
tethered
to
Its
Neckwear, Gloves, Mittens, Blankets and
WANTED- Lady, 40-43 years old as housef.,st bv kee|»er. tor one man.” Box 82, R. F 1).. Vior the Grand Canyon.” Bugging—“Or drinks as the approximate consumption I brced|n„ p|ace_ft, f(,.t
Edward F. Gilkey has returned to
New York where lie has employment
143*143
sneaks iuto a women’s political meet- n year. Sixty sodas nplece.-Chlcngo : t|)p ,|a|rs w|ll(.h „np(, Hs npBt_bul. nalhaven, Maine.
thousands of other things.
on tlie yacht Lyndonia.
ing."
WANTED—WORK with my Apex Ya.tium
Journal.
until the other day I had never known
• . • .
’leaner, after school hours and Saturday*.
SHOP EARLY and DON’T FORGET US
i or heard of a rabbit being caught In Tel. 301-4, Rockland.
143-tf
Camden's New Camp
‘’
Matrimony
is
a
game
of
hit
or
NEVER
AGAIN
FOR
PLUMLEY
I
a
snare
of
Its
own
devising,
writes
an
WE WILL PLEASE YOU. OPEN EVENINGS. TEI. 170.14
WANTED—Position to work by the day or
A Camp of the United Spanish War
miss,’’ said the pessimistic ball player.
________
observer of nature. In an old pns- hour ('all or write 2 WILLOW STREET,
Veterans has been organized in Cant143*443
“Yes, and it lan't every fellow that Vlctim of Unkind Suspicions Will ( »««•<» in Middle Tevioldate, where the Rockland MRS. F E. BROWN
• den, with the following charter nu mcan
make
a
hit
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the
missus,"
WANTED
—TO
HIRE
—
With
option
of buy
Carry
No
More
Stuff
Homo
'
ST
’
iss
grows
rank
tieside
I'ie
o:d
hawtiers; John Bird, Charles A. Churchill.
ing, small farm in Warren or vicinity. State
growled the player who was having
Uarlc F. Cole. Gorham I. Dean, E.
to Oblige the Wife.
, th"rn hedge which fences the field, a terms. Address RALPH MILLER, 80 School
trouble with his.
138*149
____
' rabbit was seen to he struggling as if Street, Gardner, Mass.
Chas. Diploek, Fred I. McIntire, A. O.
Mr. Plumlev was embarrassed and i driving to escape from a snare. On
Pillsbury. George W. Higgins. Walter
WANTED—Experienced stenographer desires
position iiK Rockland. Address, FLORENCE
K. Higgins, Amos D. Stockwell, Fred
STONINGTON
well might lie he. For the suitcase «oinc tip to the spot. I found that the AYERS.
STREET-CAR PROVERBS’
Camden, Me.
138*144
THE
O. Wooster, Ralph Richards, Edwin
he was carrying had sprung a leak!
legs of the rabbit were firmly
WANTED—35 sbaggy cats aad kKtens, Bate
Bennett and Herbert E. Payson. The
AMERICAN'S
CREED
Pictures start in the Tewksbury hall
Blessed are those who hand trans And ns he walked swiftly through the ho",’,, together with “ropes” of grow and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN BCamp is to be known as Freeman- Friday and continue every® Friday
I believe in the United States
fers
unfolded, for by such is the service crowd on the street it seemed that ' lnK *rnss- Apparently the little cap- RANIvETT, Rockville. Me TeL Mt-14. tttf
Herrick Camp. No. IS, U. S. W. V. The night and on Christmas during Decem
evervone glanced down at the leather '
hn<1 bp™ rolling Itself among the
improved.
of
America
as
a
government
of
officers are: A. IL Stockwell, com ber, with a fine list of subjects from
bag.’ and saw that something was Stoss, and. in the process, had tin
the people, by the people, for the
For Sale
mander; George W. Higgins, senior the best picture producers.
people whose just powers are de
A wise one Is he who goeth for wrong.
Curses on that prohibition wlttingl.v woven its own bonds. The
vice commander; A O. Pillsbury, ju
FOR SALE—Cockerels, the DcCosta strain.
rived from the consent of the gov
Price $3 if taken this month.
ward In the car. for be shall he re law! Ever since it had been passed rabbit had evidently been a prisoner The best
Perry’s market offers Little Pig Pork
nior vice commander; E. Chas. Dip
erned; a democracy in a repub
for some da vs. being thin In body and MRS I E. ARCHIBALD. Tel. 41-12. Thom
warded with a seat.
loek, officer of tile day: Gorham I. Roast at 20c per pound, and Pork
people
noticed
any
one
who
carried
111*146
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
feelde from the effects of Its fruitless aston.
I>can, officer of the guard; diaries A. Chops at 25c per pound. ’1*1.is is the
a package—especially a suitcase.
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
FOR SALE—13 Gal. gray paint less than
struggles
fc.r
liberty,
while
the
ground
144
Churchill, adjutant; Walter E. Hig lowest price for years.
The wrath of many who wait shall
A policeman eyed him suspiciously
wholesale. Price $2.00 per gal. C. L. MAone and inseparable, established
144*146
gins, quartermaster; John Bird. Wal
descend upon the head of him who and l’lumley hurried faster than ever, , around the tufts of grnss to which it GVNE, Thomaston.
upon those principles of freedom,
was
fasten'd
was
closely
cropped,
ter E. Higgins and Ralph Richards, WOULD REMAIN IN BUSINESS
FOR SALE—Second hand Clarion Stove in
equality, justice and humanity
hath not his fare ready.
almost breaking into a run. He board- (
though seemingly instinct had never good condition. Good reason for selling; can
trustees. The work of instituting the
for which American patriots sac
ed a street car and placed the bag
suggested that it might have eaten be seen at 13 MAYERK'K STREET 143*143
Camp and installing the officers was
rificed
their
lives
and
fortunes.
And he that atandeili in the aisle,
>n the floor in front of him, trying to
FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs every day.
done by Past Commander Stewart of Old Doctor Jones Evidently Was Sat
away
its “chains."—The Weekly Scots Promi.t
I therefore believe it is my
blocking the passage of other iiatrons, cover II with his feet as much as post j
delivery.
OVERNE8S SARKESfAN
isfies That He Couid Read His
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Rockland, in a
duty to my country to love it;
man.
157
Middle Street. Phone No. 368-W
shall merit the disdain of bis fellows. slide. It was useless. The stuff con- i
Own Writing.
14S*148
creditable manner and he has the
to support its Constitution; to
tinned to trickle out and soon formed
hearty thanks of the boys for his work.
obey its laws; to respect its flag;
FOR SALE -Double horse sled; never been
He who spreads himself out across a miniature pool. Some of tlie red
Old Doctor Jones, who once prac
used. Will sell at reasonable price. A BLOCK,
—Camden Herald.
and to defend it against all ene
Two Atomic Theoriea.
Thomaston. Tel. 169-13
143*143
mies.
the aisle shall be humbled, and he who nosed male passengers looked envlticed medicine in a New Jersey town,
An atom is a part »o small as not
FOR SALE—One set of one-horse sled#,
strives to make room for all sliall be I ous; straphangers saw It and smiled; to he divisible. It is an ultimate paruus known everywhere as a notorious
new. Body 11 feet long. BEN T3VADDKL,
WARREN
exalted.
I even the ignorant-appearing wop In , tide of matter. Two opinions, direct- 307
ly bad speller. He slipped up on the
Limerock Street.
143*143
next
sent looked wise! But all |y opposite to each other, have long
.iniplest
words,
and
people
wondered
FOR SALE- Double ruuner pung suitable for
Mrs. Inez Brown is slowly recover
Blessed be tie who giveth up his l’lumley could do was to turn several had currency with regard to the con heavy work, well made. Can be seen at WAR
how he managed to write prescrip TRICK HORSES POOR MOUNTS
ing: from his recent illness.
REN CROC KETT’S. Highlands.
113*143
seat unto a lady, but scorned shall be colors anil wish them nil In hades!
Tlie Ladies’ Circle of the Congre tions, especially in medical Latin, so
stituent particles of material things
FOR SALE--One dcigb. unc two seated cov
In something like a year the car ar the one, that matter Is composed of
national church will hold an apron and I thnt they could be read and under Trained Animals Remember and Re the fellow who liideth behind his
ered surrey, one light double harness, one
newspaper.
spond to Signals They Have Been
rived at his suburban home.
candy sale in the church parlors | stood. Though the “Doc,” as he was
an assemblage of mluute particles, or wheelbarrow, and a lot of quarry tools. A.
H VLMER. 60 (irace Street.
142*144
Thursday afternoon and evening, Be called, could not spell, lie was, never
’
Were
you
able
to
get
any?"
asked
Taught to Obey.
atoms. Incapable of further division
». .Supper will lx- served at G o’clock. theless, accounted a good physician
He that atandeth upon the platform his wife at once.
FOR SALE- (iRAY DORT Touring Car driv
the
other,
that
there
is
no
limit
to
en 2700 miles; reason for selling, going out
The World Wide Guild met at Mrs.
It is not always wise to tench a and emitteth poison gas from a nox
‘Yes," said I’lntnlcy. throwing the Its divisibility, the smallest conceiv of
and his patients swore by him. He
town : sold at sacrifice, lintUire 73 CRES
Kalcr’s Sunday afternoon.
ious
weed
is
an
abomination
unto
his
suitcase
to
the
floor
with
a
bang,
CENT
STREET Tel 38-M.
142*144
horse
to
play
tricks,
as
is
proved
by
able particle still consisting of an
Harry Spear of Camden was in town sent his prescriptions regularly to a
fellow-passengers.
—
Exchange.
"plague take 'em! Those arc the last Infinity of parts. The first of these
FOR SALE—A double horse sled. For par
certain druggist in the town because a story told by an Euglis.i army of
Sunday.,
ticulars apply to PERCY WHITTINGTON.
oysters I’ll ever carry home!”
The Community Chorus will met at rl;'s ,n:"l
the only druggist who ficer.
theories, which is commonly distln Vinalharen,' Me.
141*146
John
Leech's
inimitable
circus
horse
the Congregational church parlors 1 ould read them. How the druggist
IN OTHER CITIES
guished by the name of atomic plill
FOR SALE—1919 delivery Dodge touring
Thursday evening.
succeeded in doing it was a mystery that insisted on sitting down with his
osophy, was originated in Greece by cars, new top. seat covers, 33x4 oversize tires,
Autoiata Blame Potato Buga.
Mr. and Mrs. Boardman of Camden | to every one.
473. DR. W. H. SANBORN.
lMtf
rider whenever lie heard a band play
Petrograd is connected with the Cas
Potato hugs are speed foes In south Leucippus; it was supported by Dem
were in town Sunday.
FOR SALE—Two Boehm System Clarinets
Everything went well for a long was tlie prototype of a horse belong pian and Black acts by canals.
ocritus
and
subsequently
improved
by
Jersey,
say
tlie
motor
drivers
who
low pitch A and B flbt. 17 keys, 7 rings J R.
School Notes—The Chautauqua ticktime, then one day the druggist was ing to tlie officer who, in a weak mo
136-147
have investigated tlie reason for the Epicurus and his disciples. The Epi KITTREDGE, 300 Main Street
ets which were presented to the chil
ment had taught it to rear up and
taken
ill
mid
died.
His
funeral
was
The
daily
consumption
of
water
In
skidding
of
automobiles
on
apparently
i
cureans
professed
to
account
for
the
PIPE. FITTINGS AND VALVES—We have
dren of the lower grades by George
Walker, superintendent of Georg's largely attended and Doctor' Jones “salaam" whenever he leaued forward New York city amounts to 654,000.006 dry roads. They declnre that the trou- I origin anil formation of all tilings hy a large stock from % to 6 inches It will
to enquire here before buying elsewhere
gallons. This is about 100 gallons for ble has been caused by potato hugs | supposing that these atoms were en you
River Mills, caused many expressions was one of the principal mourners. to make a bow.
LIVINGSTON MFG CO.. Lime Street City.
It was all very pretty when the each man, woman and child.
1271/
of gratitude and happiness to liow What will become of "Doc" now?
migrating from one field to another | dued with gravity and motion, and
from their lips. Could Mr. Walker Who will he ret to read his prescrip- officer was out riding and met any
and crossing the roads in the paths i thus came together Into the different
IRON and STEEL—We have a large stock ct
Norway and lleflned Iron, Angle Iron, T Iron*
have heard the good wishes uttered I tions? were questions on every one's lady of his acquaintance, hut it be
The road from Palmyra to Burling of their machines. Automobiles are j organized bodies,
Tool Steel, Cold Rolled and Machine Steel, etc.,
for his future welfare, he would lips. It was pretty generally agreed came a nuisance when lie was out pig ton, N. J., has been named St. Miat reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO .
exterminating
about
as
many
of
the
|
realize that he had performed an act
Lime Street, City.
127tf
that the future looked black for the sticking in India. He would lean for hid drive, as a memorial to soldiers pests as the usual application of pois
of kindness that will always be re- i . , .
,
.,
.
„ ,
STILSON WRENCHES—We are Belling BM1membered, and the pupils wish to Ph-VR,c1"n- >”’» tills
"ho spelled ward to meet tiie rush of a charging of that county who died in the World on sprays, as the latter have washed
son Wrenches and Repair Parts at new low
publicly thank him for the tickets rh,,”>'’a"stn “rumatiz” was not to be boar with his spear—up would go the war.
S^WFurs
off nearly ns fast as they have been
prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO., Lime Street.
City.
U7tf
which gave them so much enjoyment. 'Uscouraged. The day after the obse beast on end just at tlie moment when
applied during the rainy weather. One
The grade and rural schools close quies of the druggist the following the man's safety depended on his tak
FOR SALE—Strip of land nmnlng from the
In Stockholm. Sweden, a central ar fnrmer is said to have placed a motor
own road to Georges river. Beautiful IoqbFriday for a. vacation of three weeks, announcement, printed in long hand. ing a true mid deadly aim with Ills bitration board has been created by horn In his spraying outfit. As he
<lon for summer cottage. Boating, Rafting And
The consequence was parliament. The board consists of had previously trained his flock of
Most schools will have a Christmas appeared in the window of the phar sjiear point.
lathing facilities.
Inquire MT88 EVA K
TORREY. Tenant's Harbor
lt*tf
tree and exercises the last day. High mac.v: “Dr. Jones has bought this that the ainmal's legs showed many seven persons—three appointed by the geese to gobble up the potato beetles,
School will dose for two weeks’ vaca- 1 drug store. He will continue the bis- scars from boars' tusks, and he was
FOR
SALE
—
Two
five
passenger
can,
cheap,
government, two by council of the he claims that the honking of the horn
tion Dec. 16.
and in perfect running condition. Good tire*.
RAW FURS and DEER SKINS
lucky that lie did not end bis career Employers' association and two by the is quite effective in frightening the
ness
and
fill
prescripslmns
hisseif."
P.
D
STARRETT,
Warren,
Me
Lot us keep in mind that this is
Bouibt at Highest Market Prices
with bis hotly ripped oi>eii.
Workmen's National council.
pests away.
All shigments of furs are held seven
FOR SALE—The Nelson term at Nertbport.
Education week. Parents and friends
days end if eur valuation is net sat
Tiie officer bad. too. at one time a
25 acres sod.6 acres of joung growth; plenty
can help teachers and pupils, and | SIMILARRY IN ANCIENT ART
isfactory we return your furs and
if wood.
Splendid situation for s sobumi
fine
but
somewhat
nervous
charger.
teachers and pupils wish to help
In .Wichita, Kan., It has been decid
horae. Address DICKET-KNOWI/TOX 00 . M«
Beware Yellow Butterfly.
PAY ALL EXPENSES
*ast Me
W
One day on a parade the mount sud ed to use the churches as polling I
parents and friends
This can ]
PORTLAND
RENDERING
CO.
The yellow butterflies which look
best be done by getting better ac- Seems Proof That at Some Time denly gave way with the officer and places in the future, owing to a pro-’l harmless enough when flying around
FOR SALE—Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dishes.
PORTLAND, MAINE
China Had Cultural Communica
Musical
Instruments,
Furniture,
Carpets,
qualntcd the better to understand
quietly lay down. Tlie rider thought test from the women against being the garden are really danger signals
Carpets, Quilts, Stoves, Etc. C. T. BRAGG,
tion With Europe.
each others’ needs.
for a moment lie was ill. but on rous obliged to vote in livery stables, bar to the cabbage grower, for these but
610 Main Street. Rockland
ItStf
ing him lie iiiiniediately sprang to Ills ber shops, undertaking parlors and | terflies lay the eggs from which cab
More
than
2,000
years
ago
Chinn
M. B. & C. O. Perry offer Pea Goal
To Let
feet lignin, quite fit ami well.
A similar places.
Miscellaneous
bage worms are hatched.
To keep —x ■
-.......... .......
'
" '
nt $13.00 and Gas Coke at $12.00, deliv bad cultural communication with Eu week or so later when riding with a
TO
LET
—
One
furnished
front
room.
10
SANITARY
FEATHER
PILLOWS. Wr.’G
the
worms
away,
begin
dusting
the
ered within the city limits.
144
rope, and this communlcaiioa was by friend they stopped for a moment to
11PU
inches, $2.(to a pair, postpaid, on receipt of
cnbbage plants when they are very 7LKAHANT STREET
ADVANTAGES OF BEING POOR
way of Siberia. In un Interesting pa admire the view, when down tlie horse
price. Other sizes, also sofa cushions, any
LET—Furnished house—five rooms, for style, made to order at reasonable price.
small with air-slakeil lime to which heTOwinter,
Perry’s market offers Little Pig Pork per to the Journal of the Royal An went. It was evident to tlie officer
at 23 SPBUCE STREET. Call at GWENDOLINE GREENE, Vinalhaveu, Maine.
a
little
parls
grepn
has
been
added,
or,
premises.
144*146
Boast at 20e per pound, and Pork thropological Institute of Great Brit- that he had been trained to lie down
You are not spoiled by flattery.
144*146
better
still,
spray
them
with
arsenate
Chops at 25c per pound, This is the I ain and Ireland, Professor Seligman
TO LET—Five room tenement, electric light;
NOTICE—Mv wife. Olivia Teel, having left
at
a
given
signal,
but
the
man
never
and
indoor
toilet.
Apply
to
L.
\V.
BENNER,
of lead, one pound to a gallon of wa
lowest price for years.
my home, and for the past six months been
144 I ims shown a cultural communication
You can wear eut your old duds.
2 North Main Street.'
144-146
could discover for the life of him
living apart from me. this Is to forbid all pefter. There is absolutely no danger in
in the so-called bird-eharlots which
TO LET-—Tenement of 2 or three rooms with sons from trusting her on my account, as I
what that signal was.
using
poison
on
young
cabbages,
as
in Europe are of late bronze age
You don’t get a raft of begging let
dtchen. hot and cold water and bath. Also shall refuse to pay any bills contracted by her.
the heads grow from the Inside, and nice furnished and heated rooms. 27 PARK (Signed) ORAL TEEL. Rockland, Nov. 36,
ters.
(about 1300 B. C.).
1921.
142*144
144tf
the outer leaves on which the poison STREET.
In China there are certain bronze
THOMASTON, ME.
APRONS—Bungalow, tie and all other kinds
TO
LET
—
A
cozy
tenement
for
man
and
Ripening Fruit.
You don’t have to live beyond your falls will later be removed.
vessels known in Chinese as “dove
vlfe.
Bath, hot water.
C. L. MAGUXE, at reduced prices Buy your Christmas' Aprons
now MRS. McKENNY, 49 Cedar Street. Tel.
High temperatures seem, very curi means.
Thomaston, Maine.
141*146
chariot vases" of the llan dynasty (B.
134-6
142-144
ously.
to
retard
the
ripening
of
pears,
Uninterrupted Bueinete.
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping.
C. 206-220 A. D.) An example of one
TREES CUT AND TRIMMED and Chimney
You’re not bothered with formal
"I shall continue to direct our af Partly furnished. 8 FOGG STREET. 143*143
of these vessels is Illustrated In tlie while hastening that of apples. In ex
Sweeper. BILLY BURKE, 13 Tillson avenue,
Now comes the dance of the
TO LET—House No. 62 Summer Street; Rockland. Maine.
142-144
fairs from the jail,” said the convicted
Japanese manual Shin-Sho Sei and Is periments described by Overbolsef callers.
modern improvements; bath room, hot water,
hours, the final happy, though
and
Taylor
in
the
Botanical
Gazette,
ANY SMART MAN OR WOMAN can make
supposed to represent a dove sup
grafter.
cellar heat, gas. electricity, etc
Immediate
anxious stampede for Christmas
per day easy, selling shoes. Writ© for
“AU right," replied the trusted lieu possession can be given. Inquire of F. E. $16
You aren't kept awake by the help
ported on either side with a wheel, the ripening of green first-crop Bart
plan.
PARK SHOE CO., Auburn, Maine.
Gifts. If in making your Christmas
HURLEY, No. 49 Summer Street.
lett pears raised from 70 degrees F. problem.
tenant;
"maybe
in
the
course
of
time
while
in
the
downward-curved
tall
Is
141*147
list you have overlooked anyone,
TO LET - Small tenement. L. F. CHASE.
or
room
temperature,
to
85
degrees
wc can get enough prison reform to 45 Middle Street.
nlso u small wheel; the vase’s mouth
PALMER ENGINES greatly reduced ln
grow not faint-hearted, but come
liutf
price
Send for latest catalogue. TALMER
You never worry lest your chauffeur remodel jails so that they'll have ele
is in the bird's back. These vessels was not affected, but at 87.7 degreet
to Pillsbury's as early as passible
TO LET—Two furnished looms with modern BROTHERS, Portland Pier, Portland, Me.
and quickly find exactly what that
vators and telephone exchanges and conveniences—oue with privilege of kitchen.
are supposed to have been used In It was delayed five days, and at 94 de is joy riding in your new car.
139-144
MRS. MARY BURKETT. 73 Broad Street.
person would like to have. Until the
grees ami 104 degrees the delay was
all the conveniences of regular office Tel.
ritual ceremonies.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, Phot Edge Cov.
669M.
139tf
last moment of the last hour we
13
days.
Second-crop
Bartlett
pears,
ered Buttons. Button Holes Accordion, Knife
Finally, If you have a true friend buildings.”
In Europe the blrd-charlot Is some'
TO LET—Furnished rooms, ali modern, steam and Side Plaiting. Plain Hemstitching 13c yd,
will be at your service. Everything
wluit different, being mounted on four in a temperature of 101 degrees, and yon are apt to find It out.—Boston
heat, bath, electric lights, garage. H. M. silk or thread included PHYLLIS K. TOLMAN,
possible will bp done to make your
DANE, 36 High St. Tel. 768.
136tf
R.ligiena of the Future. ♦
wheels, while the mouth of the ves surrounded by a relative humidity of Transcript.
18 Leland Street Tel. 2741-J.
139*144
purchases satisfactory, so that you
TO LET—Furnished Hat at 9(1 Brohd Si
“Don't you think we should let pos
sel, also in the bird's back, is covered below 50 per cent, remained unripe
LA 01ES—Relit Ms stock of feslr goods at ths
and we may both look back with
Tel. 163-12.
12ltf
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Math St Mall orusually with a movable lid in the form four weeks after similar pears at
terity pay our war debts?"
satisfaction upon ail that we have
het.kn n....................
RHonaa
..........
.................
*IUW
WORDS OF WISE MEN
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or
“Possibly,” replied Miss Cayenne,
of a smaller bird. Other smail birds room temperature and humidity had
done.
rooms.
Advertise yours In this column and
tNURAVEO CAROS—Call at tail (NBoa and
are also sometimes added it. lurioits become fully ripened. The flavor ol
“It will at least prevent posterity from you'll
get an aupHcation Immediately
fl-tf
examine xtylaa If you already hare,*
The verb ‘to love” has no impera- falling into any abject fallacy of an
orlna It In and let us print you onto ■___
parts, as in one example just in front pears kept above 85 degrees was af
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, eiofee ,i,» .. mr rniTRnw-nABitm
«.#
tive.
PILLSBURY STUDIO
fected. sweetness and juiciness being
tad musical Instrument, or anrthlag that re
on the axle of tlie front wheels.
cestor worship.”
qulraa a dry, clem room. Terms reasonable
diminished.
The
ripening
of
Yellow
Your photograph will help solve
1. K. TLYL. >11 Main Bt.. RnnklanU
««tf
For some women it's never too4ate|
Newton apples on the other band, was
Boston Chamber Largest
ths problems of your gift list.
to
pretend.
English Coal Miners Peculiar.
hastened at every appreciable rise Ir.
With a membership of 7,300, the
Make the appointment early—to
Tlie occupation of coal-mining In Temperature from 50 degrees up to
Boston chamber of commerce has be
day is none too soon.
People
hale
to
get
a
reputation
foi
England is said to pass very largely the point of destruction by burning.
come the largest commercial organl
PHONE 33-11
from father to son and from i ncle to Il is concluded that tlie picking of ivliat tiiey really are.
zntion in Hie world.
nephew. It Is a calling to which one pears inav lie delayed in very hot
is dedicated, and more than any oth weather, but that tlie picking of ap
Auditory Nervoa,
Keeping Books.
er class of workers the miners are a ples and storage in a cool place must
The action of the ear Is this. ▲
ra
i"
n
,
r
kS
be
,
kept
bound
is
transmitted
from some posicaste and a people to themselves. It be hastened.
whera the air is hot and dry, and clr- L
caugl
a dlsturbance ln
alr.
SjAlIONEHy*
was about a coal miner, or, as he used
?
‘he This disturbance Is collected by the
to be more generally called, a collier,
natural nil of the leather drying out
that the famous story of the Broadouter ear, passed down the connecting
W. P. STRONG
too rapidly.
wood grand used to be fold—how he
passage, and strikes the skin of the
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
kTHE COUmER-BAZrr.E
bought the piano out of his monstrous
I drum, causing It to vibrate. The drum
WALL PAPER
ROCKLAND
wages and. finding himself unable to
Every issue of Tne Courter-Oaaett. ,n turn communicates its vibrations
ki
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
MAINE
play it, took umbrage and kicked It
to the oval window.
Thence they
SUPPLIES
tarries the home newa of Knox count)
to pieces. The story was generally
travel
to
the
liquid
of
the
inner
ear,
THOMASTON, MAINE
to every State ln the Union aad t« and the hearing nerve gathers them
believed and much grieved over In mid ,
Tu*Stf
many furaign Unto,
dU-ii’iftM Y ictyii:^'.
itj» thw} w*as»it»
te tbe kilAg

All things come to those who wait,
offer everybody else has grown tired
of them.

E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

STARRFTT’S DRY GOODS

. Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

At Your Service

The Man Who
Advertises

You Can Talk to Practically
All the People the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

Wisely

Advertises Well

In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recordlnt de
partures and arrivals, thia department especial
ly desires Information of social happening,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent hy mall ot
telephone will he fladly received.

BASKETBALL LEAGUES

MICKIE SAYS
'1ES41RI

A BUMMESS MAN

UN

*MN
Hl'bOHT BlVltME IN
MNEttllSlNa* BUT HE ALWAYS
GATS UMlMN

CONWtTlTO*. CTUR.TS COIN1 tf

Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston, wife
of Sheriff Thurston, Is In Bayside,
Long Island, visiting her sister, Mrs.
Arthur Axberg, and paying her re
spects to the little damsel who has
Just arrived in that home.

vou'ite
FUSSY
ABOUT
YOUR
PRINTING;

if

try

The ladies of the Congregational
church are requested to be present
Wednesday to sew and to take lunch.
A large attendance is desired as there
will be no more meetings until after
Christmas.

US-

LEATHER GOODS Wardrobe Trunks
SURE TO PLEASE
CHRISTMAS DAY
Flat Purses, long strap $1. to $10.

Small Over Night Bags $5.00 up
Leather Change Purses 25c to $1.50
$4.C0 to $15.00

Dress Bags,

Vanity Cases,

*

$3.00 to $10.00
29c to $1.00

Children's Bags,

Large Shopping Bags, $1.00 to $15.00

Men's Manicure Sets,
$5.00 up
Ladles’ Manicure Sets, $3.00 to $9.50
Music Rolls and Brief Cases,

Wardrobe Trunks,

$4.00, $5.98

Suit Cases of all kinds for ladies,

hogany,

day gifts.

See our “Samson” Suit Case, guar
anteed for one year,
$4.95
Cowhide Suit Case, bellows top.

Carty, Catherine
Black, Richard
French, Ruth Leach, Everett Frohock,
Alice Gay, Wilbur Connon, Virginia
Procter, , Norman Connon, Bertha
Knight, Henry Benson, Antoinette La
chance, Ruth Hanscom, Madeline
Coffey and Virginia Healey. A spe
cial and highly pleased guest was
Master Gerald’s teacher, Miss Anna
Hall of the First Grade, McLain build
ing.

Mr and Mrs Frank A Kimball and
Mr and Mrs. W. A. Greenlaw of Vinal
The Chapin Class meets tomorrow haven are occupying their winter
night at 7.30 with Mrs. Cora Smith home at 136 Broadway.

Ocean avenue.

gentlemen and children.

$1.95 to $10.00

cauu

Mrs. E. S. May is spending a few
days in Portland.*

size, and

69c to $20.00
Playing Cards and Chips In

Boston Bags, black, russett, ma

Capt. and Mrs. James A. Flynn who
A decidedly Christmas-like atmos have been spending the summer and
phere was felt upon entering the home fall in Machiasport, have arrived in
of Mrs. G. A. Lawrence on Talbot Rockland to spend the winter.
avenue by those attending the charm
ing Christmas tea Saturday afternoon.
Misses Lillian Berllawsky and Ruth
Hossesses of the occasion, Mrs. C. E. Barton gave a surprise party for Miss
Folsom, Mrs. A. W. King, Mrs. A. W. Vivian Morey Friday night. Those
Foss and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, had present were Ida Foster, Ruth Barton,
decided that evergreen and holly red Vivian Morey, Lillian
Berllawsky,
should predominate throughout the Flora Kelley, Harriet Hall, Leola Cole,
decorations, and the result was most Beulah Richards, Sylvia Duffy/ Mad
artistic and effective. At serving time elyn Morey and Marguerite Wells, Wil
the main lights were dimmed and lard Sewall, James Briggs, Reginald
illumination supplied by numerous red Pettingill, Snow Hall, Percy Browne,
candles which cast over the reds and Richard Lufkin, Ralph Herrick, James
greens of the walls the mellow light Fuller, Vesper Crockett, Earl Grant,
so often associated with Christmas Elmer Emery and
Stanley Walsh.
eve. During tea music was furnished Games were played and ices and cake
by Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Marsh and were served.
Mr. Greely. The hostesses were as
sisted in serving by Mrs. Lloyd Law
Members of the Kalloch Class of the
rence, Mrs. Ralph Hanscom,, Mrs. C. First Baptist Church will meet Wed
H. Duff, Mrs. W. S. Rounds, Mrs. W. nesday afternoon at Mrs. Carl Cassens,
W. Spear, Mrs. Russell E. Bartlett Camden street, to sew for the Salva
and Mrs. E. M. O’Neil. Young George tion Army. A large attendance is de
Wood and Ruth Lawrence officiated sired.
at the door and cloak room, respective
ly. Eleven attractive prizes, each
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges of
consistently red, were placed at the Swan’s Island have been guests over
base of a Christmas tree resplendent the weekend of Mr. and -Mrs. Basil
with stockings, candles and bells. The Stinson.
prizes were won by these ladies: Mrs.
Ensign Otis, perfume; Mrs. Alan L.
Members of the T. & E. Club were
Bird, candle sticks and red candles hostesses Friday evening at Odd Fel
Mrs. E. L. Brown, face powder; Mrs. lows hall of one of the jolliest parties
A>> S. Black, two hand-made handker of the season, when they gave
chiefs; Mrs. Horace E. Lamb, iced luncheon and dance to invited guests.
tea spoons; Mrs. George W. Smith, As the places were being taken, the
book; Mrs. George W. Bachelder, cor door was mysteriously opened and
responding cards; Mrs. F. M. Shaw, rather portly person, completely hid
red bowl; Miss Harriet Silsby, place den in an Immense pair of whiskers
cards; Mrs. A. C. McLoon, table and slouch hat entered, and by the
markers; and Mrs. Lester Sherman, a badge of his office was allowed to in
consolation prize, consisting of a spect the assembly. His inspection
Christmas pudding.
stopped short at the tables, and he
was cordially invited to remain. For
B. F. Smith of Warrenton leaves to fear that Messrs. Perry, Choate, Brown
morrow for Omaha, Neb., where he and Jordan would forget what food was
will spend the winter. He will make made for it was decided to clear the
a considerable stay in Boston before floor for dancing. A victrola and piano
starting westward.
furnished the music. A solo dance by
Mr. Choate was greatly appreciated
Mrs. Maurice O. Wilson was given Those present were Mr. and Mrs
a “real" surprise Friday evening when Benjamin Knight of Camden, Mr. and
the S. S. Club called to help celebrate Mrs. Emerson Saddler, Mr. and Mrs
her birthday. As the bell rang and Earl Barron, Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo
door opened the members marchgd in Dodge, Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson
singing “I hope you live to be a Mr. and Mrs. Lutie Jones, Mr. and
hundred.” For once the “president” Mrs. Elmer Crockett, Mr. and Mrs.
was so bewildered she knew not which Augustus Huntley, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
way to turn or what to say. Think Choate. Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Perry,
tng the guests were perhaps hungry Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown, Mr. and
she began to prepare the table with Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Don
the nice things which they brought aid Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
with them, The evening was pleasant Chase, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dodge,
ly spent with music and cards. Hand Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Richards, Mrs.
kerchiefs and slippers were the gifts Winlston Kennlston. Mrs. David H
from the club, but Maurice claimed Curtis and Myron Mank.
them as his. Mrs. J. W. Oliver was
surprised somewhat in the same man
Mrs. A. J Crockett left yesterday
ner last Wednesday when the club morning for Jackson Mich., accom
called to relieve her of “tonsllltis.” A panying the remains of the late Mrs
picnic supper was served and the Almira Woodsum. She will stay in
evening was much enjoyed.
Jackson several weeks, the guest of
Mr. and| Mrs. H. E. Edwards.

full

Steamer Wardrobes, splendid holi

Leather Case,

Five Teams, Each, To Com
pete In Arcade and Knox &
Lincoln Leagues.
Basketball is about to make its ap
pearance in the local arena and be
tween the Kr.uJt and Lincoln High
School League and the Arcade League
there should be lots of good sport. The
ies for the Arcade League are the
American Legion, Lime Company,
"Steamship Athletic.” Deep Seas and
Snows. The managers of the five
teams meet tonight at the store of the
Thomas Sporting Goods Co. to com
plete the details of organization and
frame a schedule.

« • •

50c to $5.00

Bill Folds,

A party was given at the home of
Hilda Foster, 25 Washington street,
Friday, after school, in honor of her
7th birthday. Those present were
Vivian Chaples, Francis Erickson,
Doris Herberts, Olive Jameson, Marla
Gray, Elizabeth Moon, Frank Allen,
Jr., Clifford Carroll, Carrell Gray,
Morris Chase and Milford Simmons.
The birthday cake was cut by little
Hildas mother. Mrs. Frank Allen,
one of the parents, was an interested
spectator. Music was furnished by
the victrola and games and refresh
ments were in order.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Wolfe and
child are leaving Thursday for Omaha,
Neb., where they will spend the win
ter, returning ln all probability to
Maine in the spring.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

N.w line of
Christmas Cards
and Booklets
CHRISTMAS
CAROS

M4HEH HIS

TELEPHONE

Mont P. Trqlner, proprietor of Train
er's Cafe, was operated upon at-SIlsby
Hospital Saturday for an abscess of
the spine. His condition yesterday
was very favorable.
Mr. Trainer’s
brother-in-law, Sherman Hoar, who
has also been receiving treatment at
this hospital, is expected home today.
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Matting Cases, all sizes.
Matting Cases, 16 ln„ 18 in., 20 ln.

Attractive gifts for misses and

The Knox & Lincoln High School
League was organized in Camden Sat
urday with F. N. Bresenham of Cam
den High School as president, Robert
'IcCobb of Lincoln Academy as vice
president, and Richard Reed of Rock
land High School ns secretary and
treasurer.
The other teams in this league are
Rockport High and Thomaston High.
Rockland High School’s schedule in
this league follows:
Dec. 30—Rockland at Thomaston.
Jan. 6—Camden at Rockland.
Jan. 13—Thomaston at Rockland.
Jan. 20—Rockland at Camden.
Jan. 27—Open.
Feb. 3—Rockport at Rockland.
Feb. 17—Open.
Feb. 10—Lincoln Academy at Rock
land.
Feb. 24—Rockland at Rockport.
Mar. 3—Open.
Mar. 10—Rockland nt Newcastle.
A silver cup will be awarded to the
winner.

STILL ON
SHEEPSKIN COATS

LEATHER JERKINS

SWTS-MEN’S AND
BOYS’ OVERCOATS

children.
Cane Cases, Hard Fibre Cases.

Clothes Hampers with cover and
handles—Christmas special.

Laundry Case, light weight, neat
Black Enamel Suit Cases and

Visiting Cases.
Week End Cases, Cretonne Lined.

appearing
to
carry
laundry
through the malls; useful gift for
student.

Motor Kit9, all fitted.
Ladles’ Hat Boxes, black enamel,
cretonne lined.
Refrigerator Baskets for motor or

camp, all sizes.
Traveling Bags, ladies’ and gents’,
black Or russet, all sizes, prices

$3.95 to $45.00

from

Trunks—Beautiful Fibre Trunks,
all sizes; our special for holiday

gifts, cretonne lined,

$18.95

Complete line of Steamer Trunks.

RED

HOT

POST

POLO

LAST

CASE

NIGHT

IN SPORTING CIRCLES
The Bowdoin football schedule Is
filled with the exoeption of Oct. 28.
Bowdoin awaits a reply to her offer to
play Bates at Lewiston on that date.
It is hoped to play Tufts Nov. 18 to
permit an Armistice day game at
Portland, probably with Trinity. The
schedule follows: Sept. 30, Amherst
at Amherst; Oct. 7, Wesleyan at
Middletown; 14, Harvard at Cam
bridge; 21, Colby at Waterville; 28,
Bates at Lewiston, pending; Nov. 4,
University of Maine at Brunswick;
11, Tufts at Medford.
• • • • *
The Winter League baseball fans
are wondering if Babe Ruth will be
able next season to beat his record of
the past season, by pounding out more
than 59 home runs.
Ruth, himself,
entertains only a slight hope of coming
through with a higher mark.
• • • •
The Maine Campus, University ot
Maine publication, has six Colby men
its all-Maine team. The sporting edi
tor of The Courier-Gazette, who saw
| all of the Colby games, has steadfastly
maintained that the Waterville college
had a much better team than the re
sults showed. In the Bowdoin game,
alone, it was really outclassed.

CAPS GLOVES
MmENS
SOX

VINALHAVEN

The Silent Sisters have a plan in
which everyone may help. They are
making arrangements to please the
children by having a Community
Christmas tree on Christmas eve. in
the Walls Park. This tree will be
lighted by the electric light company.
to be in much of his old-time form Santa Claus will arrive at the ap
last night as be skilfully juggled the pointecl time to distribute a gift to
ball and made lightning drives for every child ln town from 4 to 10 years
the cage. Another factor in Rockland's of age.
success was ‘“Scotty" the goal tend.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Robers arrived
The long and terrific drives of the Friday from Lisbon Falls, where they
Kennebec rivet-drivers had no terrors have been guests of their daughter
for him, it seemed. Sullivan played Mrs. Edward Prosser
he second game of his life, and his
The Ladles’ of the G. A. R. held its
first in fast company. He was neither annual meeting Friday evening. It
bashful nor timid.
was preceded by a 6 o’clock supper,
Of course Bill Shaughnessy puts lots followed by a social hour. At 7.30
3t pep into the game, but the two hard the work was inspected by Mrs. Lottie
est workers on the team were Hart, Carver and the following officers
the wizard goal tend who can be in elected for the coming year:
40 places nt once, and Wright, who is
President Edith Newbert; senior
as he aiuays was, or.e of the best half vice president, Susan Hopkins; junior
vice president Lora Hardison; chap
backs in the State.
Each team scored a goal in the first lain, Margaret Vinal; treasurer, Lottie
conductor,
Ada
Green;
period. The fun raged fast and furi Carver;
delegates,
ously in the second period without guard, Kitty Webster;
either side scoring. Then came that Sada Robbins, Mary Simpson, Sarah
last period when Rockland seemed to Carver, Ora Jones, Villa Calderwood,
get the jump on the visitors, and to Minnie Smith; alternates, E. F
Roberts, Carle Fifleld, Gertrude Hall
put a safe margin between them.
Yes-siree, It was a real game. The Mertie Mahoney, Kate Coombs, Allle
Lane.
summary:
The sewing club and their husbands
Rockland—Kenney lr, R. Skinner 2r.
were entertained Friday evening at
J. Skinner 2r, Sullivan hb. Scott g.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Bath—Gallagher lr. McCabe 2r,
Creed. Supper was served.
Shaughnessy c. Wright hb, Hart g.
William Norton has returned from
First Period
a trip to Boston and vicinity.
Rockland
R. Skinner
7.00
Mrs. Ora Jones and Mrs. Faustina
Bath
McCabe
.21 Roberts entertained the ”500” club at
Second Period
the home of’ the former Saturday
.. No score made.
evening.
Third Period
A venison supper was enjoyed Sat
Rockland
R. Skinner
3.27 urday evening by the members of the
R. Skinner
Rockland
1.07 F. M. Club at their rooms
Bath
McCabe
6.06
De Valois Commandery K. of T. con
Rockland
R. Skinner
3.18 ferred the Red Cross degree on four
Rockland
R. Skinner
7.12 candidates, Friday evening. These
Bath
McCabe
5.15 ceremonies were followed by election
Score, Rockland 5, Bath*3. Rushes. of these officers for the coming year:
Kenney 6, Sullivan, R. Skinrter, Galla Commander F. M. White; generalgher 3.. Stops in goal, Scott 27, Hart lissimo, E. H. Bradstreet; captain
senior
23, Referee, Winslow. Timer, Davies. general, George Strachan;
warden, L. W. Sanborn; junior war
Scorer, White.
• • • •
den. L. E. Williams; prelate. O. C
Thursday night’s game in the Ama Lane; treasurer, W. F. Lyford; re
standard
teur League—Knox Electrics vs. Tex corder, D. H. Olidden;
bearer, F. L. Roberts; sword bearer
aco Stars.
C. L. Boman; warder, I. W. Fifleld
A banquet was served
a hall. If you really want another I News was received Saturday, of the
meeting place come and tell us about | d©ath °f pe<i^e J-*ane^°^-^uSU8ta’ s^n
It. Please have all records and re- | of the late Edwin and Rebecca Lane
Charles Haskell Is ill at his home.
ports ready for Dec. 7.
Mary S. Haskell, Pres.
Perry’s market offers LlttJe Pig Pork

W. H. Maxey Again Com
mander of Edwin Libby
Post—~Modern Woodmen
Choose Officers.
The annual meeting of Edwin Libby
Post, G A. R.. was held Saturday after
noon. and the comrades again chose as
their leader the same capable man who
has occupied the chair the past year.
The list follows:
Commander—William II. Maxey.
Senior Vice Commander—Joseph E.
Clough.
Junior Vice Commander—Eugene M.
Ryder.
Surgeon—F. J. Bicknell.
Chaplain—Benjamin Bartlett.
Officer of Day—Thomas IL Benner.
Officer of Guard—Oscar Blunt.
The pther officers are to be appoint
ed at the time of installation.
• * * *
Claremont Commandery,K. T., elect
ed these officers last night:
Eminent Commander—Edward C.
Payson.
Generalissimo—Arthur P. Wisner.
Captain-General—Robert V. Steven3on.
Senior Warden—George P. Barbour.
Junior Warden—William D. Talbot.
Treasurer—George W. Smith.
Recorder—Albert I. Mather.
Standard Bearer—I. Leslie Cross.
Sword Bearer—Carlton E. Morse.
Warder—Homer E. Robinson.
The officers will be publicly installed
Dee.20. .
• • • •
Rockland Camp, Modern Wood
man of America, held Its annual meet
ing last week, and chose these officers:
Consul— Herbert C. Clark.
Advisor—W. A. Brewster.
Clerk—C. H. Merrifield.
Banker—Austin W. Smith.
Escort—R. 8. Rackliffe.
Watchman—C. R. Richardson.
Sentry—Walter E. Weeks.
Auditor—J. A. Richan.
Trustees—John T. Berry, 2 years;
Charles Thornton, 3 years;
H. W.
French, 1 year.
The camp has 74 members. The in
stallation of oflieers will take place
after Jan. 5.

FLANNEL SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND
BOYS
DRESS SHIRTS

The Texaco Stars and Polo Bears
have been consolidated, and will retain
the name of the former. Wheeler and
Oilchrist figure in the merger, while
Mitchell, not at all dismayed by his re
cent clip on the cheek, will help pilot
the Knox Electrics to victory. The
Amateur League is now all set, with
tour teams. The standing has been re
vised by throwing out the game of
Thanksgiving night, and is as follows:
Knox Electrics.................... 1
0
1.000
Snowbirds ......................... 1 1
.500
Limerock Tigers............... 0 1
.000
Texaco Stars...................... 0 0
.000
• • • •
The schedule up to Christmas Day,
when there will be a big triple program
of polo, basketball and skating at the
Arcade, follows;
Dec. 8—Knox Electrics vs. Texaco
Stars.
Dec. 12—Texaco Stars vs. Limerock
Tigers, t
Dec. 15.—Limerock Tigers vs. Knox
Electrics.
Dec. 19—Texaco Stars vs. Snowbirds
Dec. 22—Knox Electrics vs. Limerock
Tigers.
Rockland 5, Bath 3
Polo, as she used to be played, was
demonstrated for at least a portion of
last night's game between Rockland
and Be.th. and there were moments
when the excitement was so great It
surely seemed as if the spectators
might fall out of the balcony. No
question about the hold this great in
door sport has on the affections of a
Rockland audience when the teams
are evenly matched, and the games
are played for all there is in them.
The Bath team came here with the
disadvantage of being without prac
tice, but it was a mighty smart quin
tet. and gave the crowd the full value
of their admission fee. Oddly enough
all of the scoring was done by two
men—Rodney Skinner for Rockland,
and McCabe for Bath. Rodney seemed
to have turned back the years, and

Facts About Violins.
Some people are possessed of the

Idea flint the more scars, cracks and
disfigurements they are in nil old vio
lin tlie more valuable it is. The con
trary Is true. In tlie case of genu
ine old Cremofia violins, preservation
enters largely Into their value. The
more perfectly preserved tiiey nre, the
greater prices they command.
Vio
lins witli tlie lieaiitlful Cremona var
nish in a fine state of preservation are
especially sought by connoisseurs. Vio
linists who wish to preserve the value
of their violins should take pains to
keep them in perfect repuir, and to
wipe all dust and resin off the violin
after using.—Exchange.

PARK THEATRE
TODAY and WEDNESDAY

Rockland Beat Bath By Two-Goal Margin—Polo Bears
Merged Into Texaco Stars.

After a long period of serges, buyers
One of the happiest epochs in any and managers of dress goods depart
boy’s life is his 7th birthday.
The ments will doubtless be glad of the as
psychology would be difficult to ex surance that a welcome change in
plain, but the fact remains that there dress goods weaves is certain for the
Is no anniversary which quite takes spring season. In Paris, where styles
Its place. And so thinks Master Ger are launched, there Is apparently a de
aid Black, who on Saturday reached termined effort to relegate the peren
that important milestone and sum nial serge to its place as a staple and
moned in a group of youngsters to see to reinstate more novel fabrics. Thus,
that the event was properly celebrated. one finds in foreign collections fine,
The party took place' at the home of soft wool dress goods woven from
Master Gerald's parents, Mr. and Mrs. cashmere yarns, which permit of the
Fred C. Black, Summer street, and building up of an attractive dress or
suit and afford a relief from the long
for three glorious hours, between
AUXILIARY MEETING
and 5, they were in complete posses vogue of serges and of twills. And, in
sion of that attractive home. Para addition, as every one knows, fine
The American Legion Auxiliary
phrasing a well known expression, all cashmere yarns not only take, but re
roads led to the dining room where
tain more beautiful colors than the holds its regular meeting Wednesday
color scheme of pink and white was harder twisted worsted yarns and thus evening at 7.30 ln the Post rooms. As
daintily carried with clusters of cherry make possible suits, skirts and dresses
Roast at 20c per pound, and Pork
blossoms, on mantels, registers and reflecting all of the beauty of artistic It is the meeting we nominate officers
Chops at 25c per pound. This Is the
sideboard, and festoons ot pink crepe colorings which have made Oriental please come and show us if you are
Bata and Bee«.
lowest price for years.
114
paper extending over the windows rugs, for example, the one desire of Interested in what has been done and
For many years I have noticed when
and around the walls. At each cover many. American manufacturers, with make new plans for the coming year. the lime trees are ln flower the ground
were supper favors, wrapped In pink a quick mental grasp of new possibil Get new officers and make it interest beneath them strewed with dead bees
Barnstable’s Old Bell.
and in' the center of the table were ities for expansion in the production
In the courthouse nt Barnstable,
massed packages of after-dinner of fine dress goods and coatings, have ing. Give us something to work for; (the small bumble-beO), states a Scot Mass., is an old bell, cracked and
mints, attached to which were dainty produced collections of fabrics for do something; say something. It may tish correspondent on nature matters.
ribbons leading to the guests' plates. women's wear that for weave, quality, interest the members to know that the But I don’t think this can be the work silent, which may be, and probnlil.v Is,
The pink and white effect was further finish, and coloring equal the best ef Post has called for us to help to de of bats, as suggested, for the bees are|4,ie oldest bell ln the United States,
generally whole, outwardly, but their So thinks Mr. Alfred Crocker, clerk of
embodied in the refreshments, which forts reached by foreigners before the
cide on a new place for our meetings insides are eaten away. Can It be courts of Barnstable county. The dnte
consisted of ices, confections and two world war.—Dry Goods Economist.
and social gatherings and we would that there Is some tiny insect ln the
wonderful birthday cakes which
48 841,1 pl«>nly visible ln the phobrought the climax of juvenile happi
Useful gifts for men can be found at like all the members to help decide. lime flower which, fastening on them tograph recently printed in Uio Bosness. Among the, diversions were Miss Bicknell's sale, 12 Knox street. It has been very hard for only a few as they suck the honey, eats Into their 4on Evening Transcript.
dancing and a peanut hunt, music for —adv.
4,1,8 date, however, the old hell
It
workers, but after reading the Ameri bodies, and causes them to drop down I
the former being provided hy appro
I have never had seen nearly a quarter of a cencan
Legion
Weekly,
I
feel
very
pleased
------_
..
dead
below
the
tree?
priate victrola selections. The pea
Perry's mat het offers Little Tig Pork that
that we
we have
have been
been able
able to
to keep
keep the
the noticed any number of bats about the 4«ry of life ln England before It came
nut hunt proved a very fascinating
Auxiliary together
together and
and get
get our charper pound, and Pork Auxiliary
char- treeg'
an evening and besides a 40 America and began calling worone, the girl’s prize being won by Roast at 20c
tho ter. How many have read the issue;
.
.. 5 * too taPee
eat Shlpers togetherln the church at
Mary Lawrencq, and the boy's by Chops at 25c per pound. Thisis
of Nov. 18? Now In regard to having - M___ ___ .
I Sandwich town. Gratitude bought the
144
Norman Connon. The young host was lowest price for years.
them
out
like
that.
a different place to meet. A few mem - j
hell ln England, for It came as a gift
most generously remembered with
See the beautiful neckwear at bers could hardly take the financial You never dreamed there was so Ifrom Mrs. Peter Adolph, whose husbirthday gifts. The guests were: Mary
144tf
Burpee
&
Lamb
’
s.
responsibility
of
hiring
a
hall
and
after
Lawrence, Charles Bicknell, Helen La
having the rooms free for so long we many articles in Sporting Goods until band. Captain Adolph, was lost in the
chance, Graham Hills, Walter Gay,
Ths chugs for publishing s Card of Thanks can show our appreciation now and you look In the window of Thomas I wreck of his vessel on the MassachuDick Knowlton. Cynthia Wasgatt, is St cants, cash to accompany ths order.
Sporting Goods Company.—adv.
setts coast ln 1607 despite the effort!
Clinton Fickett, Lucy French, Irma Poetry published with an obituary Is charged help them with what we have been
144-145 | of the people of Sandwich.
able to save in not having to pay for
csnis • Uns.
Fickett, Virginia Condon, Albert Mc- for at

It

ANNUAL MEETINGS

Matinee at 2 P. M.

METRO

Evenings at 8
PfCTUHtS

CORPORATION

Presents
THE
REX INGRAM PRODUCTION

UNDERWEAR
ALL STYLES-FOR
MEN AND BOYS

THE FOUR
HORSEMEN
Of the APOCALYPSE

PANTS
SWEATERS

CLEAN
SWEEP
SALE

421 MAIN STREET

Adapted by June Mathie
Photographed by John P Salta
PRICES—Evenings, 50c, 75c, $1110,
plus tax.
Matinees, 35c, 50c, 75c, plus tax
SEATS NOW SELLING

.ft PARK THEATRE*
: : TODAY

AND WEDNESDAY : :

“THE FOUR HORSEMEN of the APOCALYPSE”
(See advertisement elsewhere)

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY : :
CECIL B. DE MILLE’S production

“THE

AFFAIRS OF

ANATOL”

Featuring—WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON. ELLIOTT
DEXTER, BEBE DANIELS, MONTE BLUE, WANDA HAWLEY,
THEODORE ROBERTS, AGNES AYRES.
See what happened in the “Green Fan,” the “Devil’s Cloister,” so
ciety’s “Mystic Seance” and a score of other thrilling scenes in boudoir,
drawing room and Broadway’s haunts of pleasure. A social lion’s ad
ventures in love. Rustling with silken luxury. Alluring with beautiful
women. Woven into a heart-stirring human story as real as life can be.

Every-Other-Day
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DAYS

IN CUSHING

[GAINS REPORTED
BY BUSINESS MAN

Something About the First Vessel and the First House—|
Clam Shells and Human Bones.

Where Your
Taxes Go

Resident of Salt Lake City

....THE MAN AND THE GOODS....
IS

In the first place it requires a man to manufacture the goods, and that man hap
pened to be H. K. Priest, Ph. G., of Bangor, Maine. He prepared a remedy for himself
after suffering for fifteen years which would relieve nervous indigestion, sour stomach,
palpitation of the heart, belching of wind, sick headache, dizziness and other stomach ills,
and that remedy was called

Upon the shore of what is now more distant communities of Thomas
How Uncle Sam Spends
Adds Ten f*ounds While
known as the Hunt farm in the town ton, Warren and Camden. Each of
Your Money in Conduct*
these spinning wheels he branded with
of Cushing, was built the first vessel the letters “M. P.,” and it is said that
ing Your Business
Wife Gains 28 Pounds in
ever launched on the St. Georges river. today you can find in many attics
Large size bottles, $1.50; good sized bottles, 50c; by mail, $1.56, 52c. Samples free to
any address in the United States and Canada.
This was a sloop called the Industry. throughout the region of Cushing spin
Weight.
By EDWARD G. LOWRY
Her career was brief and but little is ning wheels which were made by Marl
borough Packard.
Uss
Aathor "Waridnaton Cioao-Dp..” "Bub and
known about the craft other than that
Cl'T THIS PIT AXP MAIL TOI1AY
Financial Syrian.." ate. Contributor Political
it was a sloop and was lost on its first
and Economic Artielaa to Leadinc Poriodicala
Reference has been made to Con
John J. Perry, 370 Quince St., wellaad a Writer of Recocniaad Authority an tha
---- .
-------------------------- -voyage.
gressman Robinson. He was a direct
PRIESTS PHARMACY, Bangor, Me.
This sloop was built by Micah Pack descendant Of Dr. Moses Robinson, known Salt Lake City, Utah, business
ard, who, with his brother Benjamin, who is buried in the old Presbyterian |man, in reporting remarkable gains in
Copyright, Wnuto Nawapapar Union
Please send me free sample of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
came to Cushing from Milton, Mass., churchyard. Archibald Robinson, son
POWDER, and I will give it a trial.
about 1764. She sailed out of the of Dr. Robinson, was the first male weight both by himself and his wife,
IV.
I
river late in the fall of the year in child born in the town of Cushing, the says:
THE
BURDEN
OF
TAXES
which built. Capt. David Patterson, date of this event having been Jan. 31,
Name................................ Address..................................
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gained
twenty-eight ■
Before the war tlie government of
2d, of Warren was in command of the 1737. Archibald Robinson married
craft. Hardly was the sloop dear of the Margaret Watson and to them were pounds and I gained ten pounds in a! the United States spent about one bil
river when a fierce snow storm set in born 21 children. He died Feb. 25, I few weeks by taking Tanlac.
The lion dollars a year for all purposes,
and the sloop was driven upon the 1820, and is buried in the old Burton change in Mrs. Perry is all the more Including interest on the public debt.
back, I think it was a submarine you j years and went to school in the Cresledges between Gay’s and Cranberry
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graveyard, near the site of the old remarkable, as she had been going ;
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down hill steadily for four or
five stopped, the government spent In
who has a skeleton of a whale 90 feet i were the best of neighbors. 1 rememten persons in all.
the meeting house lot.
One by one the "s’hining stars" of
Afterward—just how long does not
Edward Robinson, who afterward years She got no nourishment from round figures six billion four hundred Naomi Chapter wended their way to long, says the whale had no tin. 1 get I, her Mr. Perry and my father often
appear—Micah Packard married the became a member of Congress from her food and I don’t believe she aver- million dollars. Iu the fiscal year 1921,
90 cents a dozen for eggs and pay 30 came to the schoolhouse bn stormy
wards the Masonic hall on Friday,
widow of Capt. Patterson and, so far Maine, was born Nov. 25, 1796. He was aged three hours sleep out of the that is, up to June 30, 1921, It spent
cents a pound for fresh mackerel— days after us kids. If I should name
Dec. 2, and all assisted in an untiring
as can be ascertained, they lived for elected a member of the 25th Congress, twenty-four.
not linkers. If you want to know who the families that were oui* neighbors
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While my condition was not as sethat many of their descendants are of Thomaston,
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clock
about
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of
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members
now to be found throughout Knox duel with a southern Congressman. Gous as bers, I had been under the 1922, It will spend more than four bil
from the station to the postofflee. Jim Southend today. Here are some of
lion dollars, says Secretary Mellon of were all beaming with delight as they had a new story every day. N. B. them: Staples, Burns, Fuller, Duncan,
county.
In 1S36 he was a member of the Maine weather for some time, had no appe- the Treasury Department.
sat down to a laden table of roast
There stands today, upon this farm State Senate and in 1840 he was a
True stories. John Dwyer, Hyannis, Colson and Lawry. The o'.d lady Ful
These figures Include Interest on the chicken and all of the fixings, lobster Mass, box 300"
■where the Industry was built, the first Presidential elector from Maine. In tite and was bothered a good deal by
ler lived to be quite a hundred years
and
all
kinds
of
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indigestion.
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public debt which amounts to about
houfce which was erected in Cushing— 1S42-43 and 44 he was the Whig candi
In the death of Ella Perry Wiggin, of age; and Grandfather Duncan was
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After
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framed house—so it is stated. This date for governor of the State against proved all and more than is claimed one billion dollars, but Include noth
nearly as old. 1 can remember the
supper the members retired to the one of my young playmates has been
building is now owned and occupied .Intin Fairfield.
ing for sinking fund or other deht re upper hall, and listened to a most in called home. The Perry family lived Perry and Wiley families and Lucy
for it with us.”
by Matthew R. Hunt. It was bpilt
in the Atlantic House a number of . Ann Cook livjng in the Atlantic House
Congressman Robinson died in Thom
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor demption. Including both Interest and teresting lecture on “Cancer" given
by Benjamin Packard in the year 1775 aston, Feb. 19, 1857, His home is still
sinking fund, the government will by Dr. C. H. Leach. After the lecture years before the Wiley family lived i n my day. I think the Wileys bought
and later conveyed by him to William standing and is one of the attractive ner Drug Store; in Washington by F. spend more than four times as much
it from the Thomaston bank.
the meeting was called to order and there. Ella was only a few months
Robinson, who was the father of Con old houses of that interesting town.
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S. the fiscal year 1922 as It spent yearly
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I.
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for
,
C. D. S. O.
the election of officers took place. The
gressman Robinson. William Robin
Hopkins; in Vinahaven by F. M. before the war.
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for
the
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son in turn sold the place to John
In the town of Cushing there is no I White; in South Thomaston by L. O.
These expenditures and these heavy are as follows. Worthy Matron, Ma
Maxcey. It is possible, of course, to
trace the various sales of this property more interesting place than that sec- Hanley, E. W’. Crie, Criehaven and by charges are a part of the price of vic mie Allen; Worthy Patron, Dr. C. H.
tory. Your whole present problem Is Leach; Associate Matron, Emma Tor
from that time down to its purchase tion known as Hathorne point. It em- the leading druggists in every town,
to curtail them. It concerns yoi) to rey; Conductress, Fanny Morris; As
by the present owner. It is not, how braces a considerable region between
Pleasant Point and the location of the
know just how these lmuieose sums sociate Conductress, Josephine Tabever, necessary to do so.
were gathered and how much you paid butt; Secretary, Fanny Long; Treas
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During the, nearly, 150 years which Burton settlement. It was here that
urer, Alice Wm.eler. The Chaplain,
this house has existed there have been the relatives of Nathaniel Hathorne |
and are paying toward them, for ol
Sentinel, five star points and Organist
some additions put upon it, but in the settled. It is interesting to note that
F. E. Minor buyer for C. S, Page, ; course we, the tax payers, the men and
main it remains as originally designed. the original spelling ot the novelist’s j Hydepark, Vt., was a business caller women with jobs, the men and women will be elected by the worthy matronThe huge brick fireplaces which Benja name was without the "w.” This letter at O. W. Carroll’s recently. He bought ; who have what the census calls gain elect at a later date. The installation
min Packard constructed in the kitch was not added to it until after Nathan 197 calf skins, 455 sheep and lamb ful occupations, paid every cent of IL will take place at an early date in Jan
en and living room and other apart iel had completed his course at Bow skins, 66 beef hides, taken off since It was our money until the govern uary.
The regular meeting of Eureka Lodge
August 28. Mr. Carroll is a very busy
ments have given place to the more doin and gone to Salem, Mass.
ment took it.
William Hathorne, a near relative of I man.
met at Masonic hall Thursday evening,
modern stoves; that is all but one, the
Let us examine the fiscal year 1920. Dec. 1, and worked the third degree
Mrs. Luffla Stevens received a let
smallest, have. This small one is in Nathaniel's emigrant ancestor, came
what is now used as a sitting room or to Cushing in 1743 with his sons, Al- ter from her brother’s wife Mrs. Fred I have not the detailed account for upon one candidate, Earle Kinny of
parlor, but, possibly was a bed-room exander and Samuel and bought this I Clark who is in St. Petersburg, Fla.. j 1921, but it was slightly less than the Saint George. After the meeting about
in the early days of the house. It is 100-acre farm from Gen. Waldo. Alex-I this winter. She writes the ther- year previous, as the year ending June 40 of the members then retired to the
about half as large a? the others. ander’s daughter married Andrew mometer stood at 87 degrees Nov. 25. 30, 1922, will be a slightly less burden banquet hall and partook of a most
There three fireplaces all entered one Bird, who was the greatgrandfather of and on Thanksgiving day it was even on ug than the year preceding. Ac- delicious stew manufactured from the
big chimney, placed in the center of Charles Sumner Bird of Massachu- warmer, and that it is very beautiful ; eordjng to a careful analysis made by "red sea birds." the “chef" being W. J.
I there with flowers blooming, and birds the
' late
' ’ Dr. E. B. Rosa, of the United Hastings. It is safe to presume that
the house, which is still standing and setts.
Andrew Bird was killed about 1756 singing.
Some contrast to our
the worshipful master urged them all
in use. The fireplace in the kitchen
States
bureau of standards, a govern
and what is now’ used as a den were while cutting wood upon the shores of I Thanksgiving in Maine. Mr. and Mrs. ment scientist who was deeply and in to do justice to the bountiful feed and
big ones. That in the kitchen being Mapiejuice Cove, by a tree falling upon Fred Clark are Rockland people who telligently Interested in the subject. after he got sick, and he being the
aim.
| are spending the winter in Florida.
physician of the village, the question is,
nearly eight feet across the front. A
This section known as Hathorne’s I Ttle latest news from Mrs. Addie every man, woman and child in this "what became of the rest?”
four-foot stick could easily have been
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j
country
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an
average
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Mrs. F. B. Erickson of Criehaven is
placed upon its andirons. These fire Point, was a favorite camping spot of I Fitzgerald, who is in a
fifty-three dollars in taxes to the sup a guest of her mother.
places have not been torn out, but just the Wawenock Indians and at one Lewiston, is very encouraging. She
Saturday evening the Odd Fellows
closed up and stoves substituted for place there are some of the most ex- is wel1 enough to let her sepcial nurse port of the national government. Ac
tensive clam shell heaps to be found s°
tually It is nearer fifty-four than fifty- met at their hail and held a drill meet
them.
along Maine’s coast. In the course of I Mrs. Abbie Kirkpatrick who has
There are throughout this old house the years which have gone since the|^ecn,'"i ^as, happily surprised ^one three dollars, but I am takjng the ing with 30 members present. At the
lose they marched down to the ban
smaller sum for the sake of the rouni}
the same finish which was originally
day last week by receiving from Mrs.
placed there, the old-fashioned hinges w-hites came these heaps have become Lucia Stevens a bunch of hot house number. That Is. the average family quet hall where a hot lo tidier stew was
The library appeals to every member of
and door-knobs, mantles and decora covered with a soil deposit, but it is violets and a box of delicious bon of five persons pays $265 a year out in waiting made by A. J. Rawley. Ev
tions, as well as some very old furni not of sufficient depth so that when bons. The giver, the tokens, and the of Its earnings to the federal govern ery one spoke in highest praise of the
the family. It contains amusement and
ploughing is done the shells are not
ture.
ment alone, hi addition to what Is stew.
turned up. These shell deposits are motive was much appreciated.
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The country teamsters were improv pa(d for state, county and city taxes.
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The library edu
Cushing from Milton, Mass., were car
Friday as well as many on sleds, in of a family of five is something more
penters and, undoubtedly erected many Indians’ skulls have been ploughed up sleighs, and pungs with jingling than $700. But before any of that $700 to lay a permanent sidewalk from the
cates the young and increases the effic
main road to their hall.
of the earlier houses in the town and in this section, showing that there was sleigh bells, who were on their way to
Is spent $265 must be turned over to
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
thereabouts, for it appears from the in Indian burying ground there.
the "Shore Village" looking for Christ
iency
and broadens the vision of the
the general government to run the were in Rockland Friday.
Capt. Samuel Hathorne, whose mas presents.
ories which have been handed down
business
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the
United
States.
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Mrs.
John
Olsen,
now
owns
Dec. 8 will be nomination of officers
more advanced.
from generation to generation that
A newspaper report of the recent
and lives in the house at the point storm, was, "Forty towns thown in
The actual amount that each one of of Puritan Rebekah Lodge. AH’ mem
they “w’orked at their trade."
They were employed by Moses Cope built by him, told Judge Frank B to a complete darkness.” Wouldn't us paid was $53.77. We paid it through bers are requested to be present.
he terrible if that should happen the medium of Internal revenue taxes
We are glad to hear such favorable
land in erecting his mills on the St. Miller of Rockland that he had dug I
' and customs duties op imported ar- reports from C. E. Wheeler, who is in
Georges river and it seems that in the lown on his land and found human in Rockville?
New York for medical treatment.
With deep regret we repeat the doc- tides divided as follows:
same years in which he built the pres bonesAccording to the stories which have tors’ orders "J. S. Ranlett must re- j
per
ent Hunt house. Benjamin Packard
;
Capita
went to what is now the town of come down through the years the Wa- |i main in bed, all winter."
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Transportation
and
other
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remained during the winter, living on on Mrs. Blastow, Saturday.
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and a "cat and clay” chimney.
2.52 sled bound north encountered on top
Another house which the Packards fish and clams. In the spring they re- Mrs. Margaret French is confined Autos, candy, furs, jewelry, etc.
of the hill a coal team bound south.
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which
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Special
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stock,
from the Hunt house and, like the oth
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valley. This was the Spear house,
Many who know of these clam heaps Satudray at the Davis garment shop Admissions to amusements, etc. .77 pulled him up over the hjll and he and
struck by lightning and burned, July
his wife kept on to Rockland. Wheth
and of the finds of bones which have I “n Rockland.
15, last. Many more changes have
Insurance and miscellaneous...
.23 er the teamster had the life line to
News have been received in the vilbeen made there than at the Hunt been made there feel that archaeolotie the cow. or Johnnie brought it from
illness of Mrs. May Haskell
place. The original house, a story and gists would find here a valuable field 'a®e °f
Total
................. $53.77 the station, I cannot say.
Bockland.
a half affair, was used as the shed and of exploration. It is also probably of Bad
The old friends of Peter Aagerson
roads haven’t delayed our mail
The taxpayer is next of kin to the will be pleased to learn that he is
carriage house of the place. In it true that this would apply to the entire boy, Robert, as yet. He’s right on
town
of
Cushing.
It
is
to
be
hoped
could be seen the old-fashioned hand
treasury. At any. rate he Is the first pleasantly located for the winter up
that, some day, a definite and scien time.
made laths and shingles.
We often wonder why the ambition person notified when the treasury in the Green Mountains, keeping house
tific
study
of
this
region
will
be
made.
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Marlborough Packard, son of Micah,
of some folios, is of such a destructive needs money, and he always has to dig with Miss Katie. His address is 124
like his father, was a carpenter, but in Sam. E. Conner, in the Lewiston Jour nature. The Ranlett cottage on Lake down into his jeans for whatever is State street, Montpelier, Vt.
nal.
addition to plying his trade he also
Chicawaukee has been a great source needed. Taxpaying, even more than
I am enclosing a letter from Cape
engaged in a small manufacturing bus
of 'delight and pleasure to many charity, begins at home. The boy's Cod that I think will interest The Cou
iness. He made spinning wheels which
M. B. & C. O. Perry offer Pea Coal people from many States. It's visitors best friend is his mother, but the tax rier-Gazette readers who have read
were sold to neighbors and, in all at $13.00 and Gas Coke at $12.00, deliv have always departed with hearts full
my whale story. It is dated Hyannis,
of joy and gratitude. And yet some payer's only friend Is himself. The Mass., Nov. 25, and reads:
probability, to people who lived in the ered within the city limits.
144
very unkind and thoughtless person, only thing that can be done for him Is
"Mr. Godfrey: I have been following
rips off the cellar doors, smashes the to disclose as vividly as possible how your writings in The Courier-Gazette,
much
his
government
is
costing
and
door panels, breaks the windows, sets
touching on the whale, geese, ganders,
the boat adrift, and then carries with let him decide what he will do about
him such articles as he may desire. It. It all comes down to this; The tinker mackerel, pigs and hens. It
This has happened many times, and more money the government spends seems to be all right, except that fin
we wonder why people can live such through ^elective organization or ex on the whale’s back—the tin which
was as tall as a man. That Is a
I useless, destructive lives.
The best features of sectional construc
travagance, the less you have to spend sticker. As a whale has no fin on Its
Remember your engagement Thursor
save.
I day at 3.30. The Community Club, at
tion developed through more than twenty
So much for the cost of the national
| the home of Mrs. Clough.
business
we
support.
We
are
all
mi

five years of manufacturing give to the
Mrs. Luther Clark of Thomaston,
I who has been taking care of Mrs. Ves nority stockholders. The concern has
Globe-Wemicke case its acknowledged
Suppose you could make a wish at the
per Hall for the last two weeks has no other source of revenue than our
breakfast table and finally have the wish come
returned to her home. Mrs. Hall and contributions. It doesn’t make any
superiority.
Strike at the root of weak*
| the baby are doing nicely.
money. In times like these, when al
true. Would you say,
ness is logical advice to
Mrs. Albert Lamson has employ* most everybody feels that he gets too
The sections are fitted with glass receding
those
rundown in vitality.
|
ment
with
the
John
Bird
Company.
“I vt ant this to be a good day,” or—“I am
little for what he sells and has to pay
doors, that open and close without binding,
Saturday, Dec. 3, was almost like a
too much for what he buys, It seems
willing for this day to drag along?”
I day in June. Can Florida beat it?
felt strips to keep out dust and all substantially

Priest’s Indigestion Powder

PBIEST’S RE8UUHHS. *n Ideal Tot.it laiallte
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The Library and
the Home

Globe-Wernicke
Sectional Bookcases

What Kind of a Day
Do You Wish Yourself?

LOGICAL ADVICE!

If you keep on wishing your days with the
food you cat, finally tlie wish is likely to come
true.
Grape-Nuts helps your wish fora good day.
Nothing miraculous; just the natural result from
right food with the right taste.

There is a charm of flavor and crispness
in Grape-Nuts that is like the smile of a good
friend at the breakfast table—

And Grape-Nuts, with cream or milk (fresh
or tinned), is fully nourishing—feeding the tissues
and glands, the bone and blood, with just those
elements which Nature requires — building
strength without any ‘'heaviness. ’
Grape-Nuts is the perfected goodness of
wheat and malted barley, scientifically developed
—ready to eat from the package. A Grape-Nuts
Lreakfast or lunch is a practical wish for good luck.

‘There’s a Reason”
Sold by all grocers

A SAFE TEST

to me the least we can do Is to take
an active and Intelligent Interest In
this great common enterprise of ours
and make sure that* It is well organ
ized; that It doesn’t waste or spend
extravagantly; that the employees are
paid an adequate wage nnd have
proper working conditions; that theli
morale Is kept high and their enthu
siasm in our interest unabated; in fine
that as a business it shall be conduct
ed as efficiently and economically and
on as modern scientific principles as
any large private business.

Scott’s Emulsion

made and handsomely finished to match sur
roundings.

nourishes the body,
tones the blood and
helps build strength.

For those who are in need of a rem| edy for kidney troubles and backache,
it is a good plan to try Doan’s Kidney
I Pills They are strongly recommended
by Rockland peope. Ask your neigh| bor!
Mrs. E. M. Barrows, 15 Gay street,
I Rockland, says; "Four years ago I
Is it?
had a severe attack of kidney trouble.
That Is a question you must answei
I suffered from a tired dizzy feeling
all the time and could see little black for yourself after I have acquainted
specks before my eyes. I thought my you with the actual situation and con
USE
glasses were the cause at first but the di tion.
optician told me that my kidneys were
ACCO ASPIRIN
Perry’s market offers Little Pig Pork
I out of order and advised me to take a
TABLETS
| kidney medicine. As I had read about Roast at 20c per pound, and I’ork
Doan's Kidney Pills being so good, 1 Chops at 25c per pound. This is the
For
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Head
144
| bought
three boxes at Kittredge’s lowest price for years.
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggiata.
Pharmacy and after using them I was
121-tf
I all right. My kidneys were regulated
12 Men Make a Jury
and the other ailments left me en
but we're willing' to let YOU decide
tirely. I am pleased to recommend
upon the merit of REM-OLA for
Piles. One app'ication gives immedi
j Doan's Kidney Pills.”
ate relief. Send for FREE SAMPLE
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simA Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
—today. Mailed in* plain sealed enI ply ask for a kidney remedy—get • velope.
for Congestion, Aches, Paint and In
] Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
HENRY THAYER & CO., Inc.
flammation. At all Druggists. Price
Established 1847
Mrs. Barrows had.
Foster-Milburn
26c, to any address.
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON/MASS.

Globe-Wemicke Sectional Bookcases are also
made in period designs adapted to any environ
ment. To really appreciate them you should
call and look over the line—if you can’t call,
send for illustrated catalog.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
I*'*’.

361 Main St., Rockland, Me.
1
We are sole agents for the famous GLENWOOD

RANGES and PIPELESS FURNACES.

Courteous

salesmen will help you in every possible way to make

the best selections.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Musto Turp

[ Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
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PRIEST DRUG CO, Bangor, Me,
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